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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction
In recent years the aggregates industry and the Mineral Planning Authorities have increasingly
involved stakeholders in their plans and proposals. However, they have not gone as far as the
urban designers and planners who recognised the benefits and now use the Charrette process
or adaptations of it.
The Charrette is a collaborative planning workshop, coordinated by professional facilitators, that
harnesses the talents and energies of all interested parties. As the Charrette workshops
progress, stakeholders are consulted and conflicts of interest are addressed, designs are
modified and solutions reached.
This research project is part funded by the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund and administered
by the Mineral Industry Research Organisation (MIRO). The aims of the project are to consider
the potential application of the Charrette process to mineral planning applications.
The Structure of the Project
The research project aims to deconstruct the Charrette process and re-create it in a format
applicable to aggregate proposals.
The final outcome is the production of a report which explains the Charrette process, its history
and application to both residential planning and its potential application to mineral planning.
Based on interviews, research findings and the detailed analysis of existing worldwide Charrettes
and their counterparts, the report provides a step by step guide to holding a mineral Charrette
including all necessary templates and advice.
The context of stakeholder engagement in mineral planning is being consistently strengthened
by the Government. Minerals Policy Statement 1 (Draft) requires mineral operators to have
effective consultation and liaison with the community before submitting planning applications
and during operations, restoration and after care.
Conclusions
In general it is concluded that Charrettes are a flexible process with aims and objectives that can
be applied to Mineral Planning Applications. The Charrette process has the potential to provide
the following benefits:
 Improve the image of and understanding of the Mineral Industry
 Smooth the application process
 Create a valid audit trail, where proposals directly relate to Charrette outcomes.
 Consider the wider planning context and incorporate elements such as built after use
that would normally be considered as a separate planning issue.
Additional conclusions can be broadly divided into the following categories:
1. Planning Policy context
2. Timing of the Charrette
3. Duration of the Charrette
4. Scale and type of proposal
5. Financial feasibility and funding
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1. Due to their success and benefits to the Planning Application process, Government has
embraced the use of Charrette Stakeholder workshops in urban development. Applying
Charrettes to mineral planning applications could potentially bear positive results. The Charrette
process can respond to Policy requirements for the sustainable development of minerals by
providing a forum for full and meaningful stakeholder participation. The Charrette process at
the mineral application stage must have clearly stated aims and objectives, which pay due
regard to the findings of other consultation processes that have taken place at a strategic or
regional level. This will avoid unnecessary duplication and the risk of consultation overload.
2. The best time to hold a Charrette would be at the point when a developer is sure of their
intention to submit, pre or post production of an EIA and before the application is submitted for
determination by the Mineral Planning Authority. This allows the efficient allocation of
resources, adequate Charrette preparation and a smoother application process for the applicant
and the Mineral Planning Authority.
3. In the USA an 'authentic' Charrette requires a design team to develop the design as the
stakeholders drop in and out and feed their opinions into the design. For this method to work
with mineral planning there would need to be a design objective in the proposal such as a
restoration plan or proposed after use. Mineral planning applications that do not require this
design element would not necessarily need the input of a design team and could feasibly be
much shorter in length and cost less.
Adaptations of the Charrette process in the UK vary according to the type of application. Of the
cases studied very few had separate design teams, stakeholders are selected by invitation only
(numbers need to be manageable) and work together throughout the workshop to produce a
workable plan. This has advantages when compared to American Charrettes in that the number
of days over which the Charrette takes place can be reduced. The disadvantages are that it
might be difficult for people to commit to attending a full day, whereas dropping in can be
more flexible and everyone has the opportunity to attend at some point rather than by invitation
only.
This report, therefore, recommends two styles of Charrette, the first being tailored to less
complex proposals that do not contain a design element, where the general public has already
made input into the process by other means such as public exhibitions and questionnaires. The
second option is more similar to the American style; it can last a number of days, incorporates a
design element such as a restoration plan and provides the opportunity for all stakeholders to
contribute by dropping in at various stages.
4. Opinions differ in the UK as to whether Charrettes would be more suited to large or small
scale proposals. Some Mineral Planning Authorities, Quarry companies and members of the
public are of the opinion that existing quarry liaison meetings are perfectly adequate for small
scale proposals and a full blown Charrette would be inappropriate to the situation. The National
Charrette Institute in the USA states that “Charrettes are more suited to contentious situations
that require conflict resolution” which, in the case of Mineral Planning Applications, could be
more suited to applications that require an EIA.
5. Analysis of Charrette case studies and similar processes reveal a variety of potential sources of
funding that can include funding partnerships. In order to hold a successful Charrette the source
of its funding must be clearly identified and secured at the outset.
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General elements that may be disadvantageous or limiting to the scope of a mineral Charrette
are:
 Land ownership; a quarry company may only be leasing the land and the responsibility
for its after use rests with the landowner.
 Mineral Planning Officers and their committee members at the Charrette could be seen
to be prejudicial to the application decision and their statements could be
misrepresented.
 A lack of commitment to a viable plan can cause stakeholders to lose faith in the
process.
Recommendations for Future Work



The Charrette process is applied to a live mineral Planning Application prior to its
submission.
Guidelines and templates for conducting a mineral planning Charrette are made
available for general circulation.

Summary
Government and developers have embraced the Charrette process and adaptations of it, such as
Enquiry by Design, in relation to Urban Design. Charrettes are a flexible process that can be
adapted to the scale of the project and could meet Government Mineral policy objectives and
guidelines, ensuring a sustainable approach to stakeholder consultation. Following this research
there appears to be no reason why Charrettes in their various forms cannot be applied to
mineral planning applications.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years the aggregates industry and the Mineral Planning Authorities have increasingly
involved stakeholders in their plans and proposals. However they have not gone as far as the
Urban Designers and Planners who now use the Charrette process or adaptations of it such as
Enquiry by Design.
The Urban Designers and Planners were initially sceptical of its advantages, however the
Charrette process has produced positive outcomes and Government has been convinced of its
benefits. The mineral industry is also sceptical but could a Charrette process help?
The Charrette is a collaborative planning workshop, coordinated by professional facilitators, that
harnesses the talents and energies of all interested parties. As the Charrette workshops
progress, stakeholders are consulted and conflicts of interest are addressed, designs are
modified and solutions reached. Full details of the Charrette process are described in Chapter 4.
This research project is part funded by the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund and administered
by the Mineral Industry Research Organisation (MIRO). The aims of the project are to consider
the potential application of the Charrette process to mineral planning applications. The research
project aims to deconstruct the Charrette process and re-create it in a format applicable to
aggregate proposals.
1.2

Methodology and Objectives










Research the history and development of Charrettes
Identify and collate Charrettes and similar processes already undertaken in the UK and
elsewhere (e.g. Australia and USA)
Select a range of Charrettes which illustrate maximum variety and relevance providing a
sound basis for future analysis
De- construct these Charrettes, results of which are contained in Appendix 1 and are
referred to throughout the text
Interview key participants about their experience of Charrettes
Interview facilitators about their experience of Charrettes
Discuss the potential application of the Charrette process with stakeholders
Analyse recent aggregate planning applications within the remit of the current planning
system
Devise an embryonic Minerals Charrette process based on the above findings

The final outcome is the production of this report which explains the Charrette process, its
history and application. The report provides a step by step guide to holding a Charrette
including all necessary templates and advice.
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CURRENT PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN THE MINERAL PLANNING
PROCESS

2.1

Chapter 2

Historic Framework

Generally the interface between the public and the planning process can be divided into two
areas of work. Firstly plan-making, whereby proposals for future development and mechanisms
for controlling that development covering a wide area are put together. Public consultation in
this area has in the past been very tightly controlled and largely focussed on written responses
to draft proposals with presentations at public exhibitions and meetings. The interface is
controlled by the Planning Authority carrying out the consultation process and has largely been
determined by the legislative framework and custom and practice.
The second area of work relates to specific proposals being brought forward through the
making of planning applications. Historically the interface in this case has also largely been
controlled by the Planning Authorities and has focussed on obtaining written responses to
advertisements in newspapers, notices posted on sites and letters sent to neighbouring
properties which may be affected by the proposals. The public may also be involved through
representation on specific groups such as Parish Councils, but again the emphasis has been very
much on the written response to the publication of proposals. For larger proposals public
meetings have been held but these have tended to be dominated by a vociferous few and many
views remain unexpressed because the forum is intimidating.
Developer led consultation has often been more focused, for example with presentations made
to Parish Councils and Member groups. The Mineral Industry has pioneered the use of resident
liaison groups which have operated in a very proactive way once a site is operational. They act
as a useful forum for the consideration of expansion at existing sites. However, in terms of
effective participation by the community, the area of any real and productive influence has been
extremely narrow.
2.2

Recent Changes

The advent of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 has seen a major change in
focus and the requirement for planning authorities to produce Statements of Community
Involvement (SCI) in which they set out their policies on involving the public in preparing
regional spatial strategies, local development documents and on consulting on planning
applications. The SCIs themselves are subject to consultation, submission to the Secretary of
State and the Inquiry process. Whilst a broader range of consultation methods are emerging
through the SCIs there is still a tendency for Planning Authorities to stick to the “tried and
tested”. Even where workshops are held these tend to involve a large number of people and are
in reality public meetings by invitation only.
The SCIs are full of good intentions, but what happens on the ground is still generally subject to
planning authority's requirements to manage information and be able to tick boxes. Similarly,
developers can be reluctant to fully engage the public, preferring to use the safe option of the
public exhibition. This is not to criticise the Authorities or developers, but rather to question
whether the operation of the system has actually changed at all. The legislative emphasis is still
on quantity and not quality and this in spite of the Government's own clear guidance on this
issue as set out in PPS1 and repeated as follows: “Community involvement in planning should
not be a reactive, tick-box process. It should enable the local community to say what sort of
place they want to live in at a stage when this can make a difference. Effective community
involvement requires an approach which:
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CURRENT PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN THE MINERAL PLANNING
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Tells communities about emerging policies and proposals in good time;
Enables communities to put forward ideas and suggestions and participate in developing
proposals and options. It is not sufficient to invite them to simply comment once these
proposals have been worked up;
Consult on formal proposals;
Ensures that consultation takes place in locations that are widely accessible;
Provides and seeks feedback.”(PPS 1, Delivering Sustainable Development, para. 43,
page 16)

Bullet points 2 and 4 are the key areas where the process of engaging the public has changed
and where effective public participation can really make a difference, not only to the final
outcome of the planning process, but also to the public's reaction to the outcomes of that
process.
PPS12 and its Companion Guide relate specifically to reform of the plan making process.
Potential methods of Community Involvement are detailed in the Companion Guide and 16
different methods of community engagement are specified. Only one of these provides the
interactive approach of the Charrette and that is through the use of workshops. It is significant
that this method carries a warning that there is a “Need to involve right people and require
significant preparation to allow a structured approach and report back” (Creating Local
Development Frameworks, A Companion Guide, Table 7.3, page 80)
This warning encapsulates the problems associated with this type of community involvement
and these are both time consuming and expensive. It is essential that all the necessary steps to
ensure a focussed and effective workshop are taken, from the consideration of the invitees
through to a comprehensive reporting system, which answers the targeted questions the
workshop sought to resolve. However, in making a choice as to whether this approach should
be taken the costs should be weighed against potential time and cost savings in other areas of
the consultation process, for example Inquiry time, if conflicts can be resolved through the
Charrette process.
An important development which is emerging is that developers are seeing immense benefits
from the Charrette process and also in working in collaboration with planning authorities to
reduce conflict and achieve early resolution of plan preparation and planning applications.
The new requirements for community consultation are currently working through the planning
system. Good practice is emerging and reports are expected through the Government's research
project “Spatial Plans in Practice” which was launched in June 2005. Case studies which follow
the preparation of the Local Development Frameworks under the 2004 Act and PPS12 will
explore different approaches and the ways in which stakeholders engage with the system. This
research will concentrate on how effective the changes brought about have been in delivering
change for communities. This research will reveal how well the different approaches currently
being adopted by planning authorities with respect to community consultation are working.
2.3
Environmental Impact Appraisal (EIA), Strategic Environmental Assessment
(SEA) & Sustainability Appraisal (SA)
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is a procedure governed by the Town and Country
Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations 1999 (the
Regulations). The Regulations require that certain development proposals should be the subject
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of an Environmental Statement (ES), which is a factual record of the current environmental
baseline situation before the proposed development and an estimate of its likely environmental
impacts. The ES normally accompanies a planning application where planning permission is
needed for the proposed development. It is a requirement of the Regulations that a Non
Technical Summary of the ES is produced. Most mineral proposals are caught by the
requirement for an ES.
The Regulations do require public consultation and this is normally carried out alongside that for
the planning application to which the proposed development is subject. Public participation in
the production of the ES and also the consideration of the ES through the EIA process is difficult
because the procedure is often and necessarily highly technical.
Further difficulties arise with respect to the findings of the ES which may show aspects of the
environment that will shape development proposals in an overriding manner, for example the
presence of an internationally protected species or the location of a archaeological site of
National importance. Any meaningful public consultation must take place once all constraints
and opportunities are known in order that the public can make a meaningful contribution
through being fully informed.
Local Development Frameworks and other plans are now required to be accompanied by a
Strategic Environment Assessment (Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004) and
Sustainability Appraisal. Similar issues in respect of the technical nature of these processes arise
with regard to public consultation and particular in relation to timing and effective public
participation.
2.4

Impact of changes on the Mineral Planning Process

The mineral planning process in general is subject to the processes described above and the
changes which are now working through the planning process are affecting mineral planning in
the ways identified above. MPS1, which recognises that minerals can only be worked where
they occur naturally, but also sees a strong future role for recycled aggregate, remains in draft
form and makes no special provision for public consultation. However, as indicated with regard
to the planning process in general, the key to effective and inclusive public participation is in
reality in the practice rather than the policy. The opportunity for the mineral industry is to build
on the good practice developed through the setting up and operation of resident liaison groups
to produce a similar system of public participation for plan making and in determining planning
applications.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE LARGE SCALE RESIDENTIAL
PLANNING PROCESS

3.1

Chapter 3

Introduction

This section explains how the public are currently participating in the large scale planning
process and discusses methods employed that can be likened to (or are variations on) the
Charrette process and the reasons for and benefits of this involvement and the research that
influences these methods.
Throughout the world there is increasing demand for more local involvement in the planning
and management of the environment (N Wates 2002) Wates called this Participatory Urban
Design which is described as “a process whereby designers and a community or user group
work in partnership to plan and design a project. This goes beyond consultation to a more
active level of participation. The process is valued itself, as contributing to community
development.” (www.creativecommunities.org)
Today there are many opportunities for stakeholder involvement at all levels of the residential
planning process and a wide range of methods have been employed to best facilitate this desire
for and need for involvement. The Community Planning Handbook by N Wates describes the
various methods available. The various methods have been selected as examples that are
appropriate to the large scale planning process and are variants of the Charrette process or
contain elements of the Charrette process. These are discussed as the term Charrette does not
appear to be so widely adopted in the UK. Other variations on this term are used, for example
Enquiry by Design or Stakeholder Workshop. These methods are an indicator of elements that
are particularly suited to the UK and the flexibility of the term and nature of Charrettes.
Appendix 1 includes an analysis of these processes to allow a direct comparison with the
Charrettes identified outside the UK.
The commonality shared between all the above methods is that they aim to achieve maximum
community input into the design decision making process. A description of these methods is
provided in Appendix 1, tables 2 and 3
3.2

Enquiry by Design

Enquiry by Design is a term trademarked by the Princes' Foundation and is described by Hank
Dittmar, Chief Executive as “a particular form of the Charrette process that has proved to be
well-suited to a UK context, particularly to large-scale urban planning projects. It looks at local
conditions and then tests a series of possible designs, developed through continuous
engagement with experts and stakeholders. Though it requires careful advance research and
documentation, the outcome is often a far more optimal adaptation to local conditions and
needs than is possible with conventional planning methods. Planning approval time can be
greatly reduced as the required local involvement is built into the process.”
The community involvement Scoping Study for the East Midlands Regional Assembly 2005
compares the Charrette process with other participative methods. Paragraph 1.101, page 36
states “the main proponents of the contemporary charrettes are the Princes Foundation, who
have an established and iterative design exercise format which they term as Enquiry by Design”
3.3

Planning for Real

Planning for Real (also a trademarked term) is a participatory technique, which is eye-catching
and hands on. It allows all sectors of the community to participate if they choose to, regardless
of their abilities, background or age. Generally a 3D model of the neighbourhood is built
(usually to a scale of 1:300 so that participants can easily recognise their homes and local
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routes). The model is built either by local adults or more often with students or school children.
The model is then taken to pre-arranged sessions at different locations and the participants are
asked to place suggestion cards on the model itself. The suggestion cards have images of
elements or items that people may like to see in their neighbourhood, for example playgrounds,
planted areas and seating area. There are also blank cards placed by the model so that
participants can add their own ideas. Next the participants are asked to prioritise the
suggestions by placing them on a board which marks whether they would like to see the results
of the suggestions now, soon or later and who they feel should be responsible for it.
Professionals observing the session can then use the information to develop an action plan.
3.4

Dynamic Planning

Dynamic Planning is used to positively change planning efforts, whether they be public or
private. The process achieves this in three stages. The first stage comprises a Charrette
preparation stage. This includes researching and gathering of information such as base line
data. This research and information is then used to inform the Charrette event. The second
stage is the Charrette event itself. A multidisciplinary team creates design ideas based on the
vision of stakeholders and participants. These design ideas are constantly reviewed and
criticised, by the stakeholders and participants and hence further refined by the design team.
The final product is then presented to all those involved at the end of the Charrette event. The
main outcome from the Charrette must be that the design ideas/plans are feasible. The third
stage involves further refining of the product and producing a strategy for its implementation.
3.5

Design Fest

Design Fest is a participatory tool, which is held in a public space, ideally the site on which the
brief or theme is concentrating. The event is a one-day event in which a multidisciplinary team
of professionals and students obtain a clear understanding of the most important concerns and
aspirations of the local people. This information can then be used to form a design brief.
Fig 3.1 Enquiry by Design

Fig 3.2 Planning for Real

Fig 3.3 Design Fest

www.dpi.wa.gov.au

www.forum-vaban.

www.communityplanning.net.

3.6

Why involve all the Stakeholders in the Decision Making Process & the
Shaping of their Local Surroundings?

Sustainable development requires meaningful engagement of all stakeholders at all levels of the
planning process. The DTLR Planning Green Paper, Planning: Delivering a Fundamental Change
states that “we need a planning system that fully engages people in shaping the future of their
communities and local economies”
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What are the Benefits of Full Stakeholder Engagement?

The Community Planning Handbook (2000) identifies the benefits as including:


Additional Resources
Governments rarely have sufficient means to solve all the problems in an area. Local
people can bring additional resources which are often essential if their needs are to be
met and dreams fulfilled.



Better Decisions
Local people are invariably the best source of knowledge and wisdom about their
surroundings. Better decision-making results if this is harnessed.



Building Community
The process of working together and achieving things together creates a sense of
community.



Compliance with Legislation
Community involvement is often, and increasingly, a statutory requirement.



Democratic Credibility
Community involvement in planning accords with people's right to participate in
decisions that affect their lives. It is an important part of the trend towards
democratisation of all aspects of society.



Easier Fundraising
Many grant-making organisations prefer, or even require, community
involvement to have occurred before handing out financial assistance.



Empowerment
Involvement builds local people's confidence, capabilities, skills and
ability to co-operate. This enables them to tackle other challenges, both individually and
collectively.



More Appropriate Results
Design solutions are more likely to be in tune with what is needed and
wanted. Involvement allows proposals to be tested and refined before
adoption, resulting in better use of resources.



Professional Education
Working closely with local people helps professionals gain a greater
insight into the communities they seek to serve. So they work more
effectively and produce better results.



Responsive Environment
The environment can more easily be constantly tuned and refined to cater for people's
changing requirements.



Satisfying Public Demand
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People want to be involved in shaping their environment and mostly seem to enjoy it.




3.8

Speedier Development
People gain a better understanding of the options realistically available and are likely to
start thinking positively rather than negatively. Time-wasting conflicts can often be
avoided.
Sustainability
People feel more attached to an environment they have helped create.
They will therefore manage and maintain it better, reducing the likelihood of vandalism,
neglect and subsequent need for costly replacement.
Consultation or Participation?

One of the most powerful models for thinking about how much influence people have in public
programmes is Sherry Arnstein's Ladder of Participation. In 1969 Sherry Arnstein wrote about
citizen involvement in the planning process in the US and described a ladder of participation
with eight steps. The eight rungs of her ladder range from Manipulation to Citizen Control. Step
three, for example could be likened to a public exhibition. The higher one climbs the ladder the
greater the citizen input and control over the decision making process.

Figure 3.4 Sherry Arnstein's Ladder of Participation
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4.1

Chapter 4

Definition & History

The term "Charrette” or “Charette”(Throughout this document the spelling Charrette will be
used) initially appeared in the early part of the late 1800's. Architecture students in Paris, who
needed to rush their drawings to the Ecole Des Beaux-Arts to meet a deadline, would place their
drawings on a cart (pulled by a proctor) which was called a Charrette. Later the word
broadened its meaning and came to describe any intense, short-term student design project.
The École des Beaux Arts in Paris was the home to the teaching of Beaux-Arts architecture, an
academic classical architectural style. Many American Architects attended the Ecole des Beaux
Arts and subsequently the style influenced American architecture from 1885 to 1920. Owing to
the cultural politics of the late 19th century, British Architects of Imperial classicism followed a
somewhat more independent course. This course of events provides a possible explanation as to
how the term 'Charrette' came to be adopted in America and not the UK.
Currently, in America, the term 'Charrette' can refer to the same intense completion of work by
one person or a group of people before a deadline. Charrettes are used as a way of quickly
generating a design solution to a design problem and can be widened to incorporate the
aptitudes and interests of a diverse group of people. The American National Charrette Institute
(NCI) provides clear information and guidelines concerning the definition and process of
Charrettes. Appendix 1 includes some examples of Charrettes.
The NCI states that a “Charrette is:
At least 4 consecutive days;
An open process that includes all interested parties;
A collaborative process involving all disciplines in a series of short feedback loops;
A process that produces a buildable plan; and
A generalist, holistic approach.” (www.charretteinstitute.org 2005)
The Charrette provides the opportunity for participation. Everyone interested helps out in a
facilitated team effort that allows each individual to contribute and no one person to dominate.
In the Charrette, a team of professionals provide the design and implementation strategy while
the public provide their local knowledge, vision, and passion for their community.
The Charrette is the central element of a larger comprehensive process called Dynamic Planning.
(NCI 2005) Dynamic planning consists of three phases:
 Charrette preparation
 The Charrette
 The Charrette plan implementation
“The most common cause for project failure is incomplete preparation and or inadequate follow
up during the implementation of the project” (NCI 2005).
4.2

Aims/ Objectives

The ultimate aim of a Charrette is to produce a viable solution(s) to a complex issue that meets
the majority of the stakeholders desires and needs. “Charrette's can move a process /design
forward when it is stuck.” (www.essential schools.org 2002). The results of a Charrette do not
signify the end of the process, the end of the Charrette being the first step.
(http://www.sustainablecommunities.agsci.ubc.ca/projects/Brentwood/Introduction.html)
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Charrettes aim to create the best possible outcomes by:
 achieving broad public support through meaningful involvement of the community
 acceptance of growth
 better design
 faster approvals
 public/private collaboration
 Balance planning, economic and social factors as well as urban design and sustainability
considerations
 Issue/problem identification
 Developing community relations and public awareness
The Charrette minimizes the likelihood of rework and changes to the plan due to everyone
being involved at the outset. The final built or approved project will therefore be likely to
resemble or be the same as that proposed in the Charrette. This results in increased stakeholder
confidence in the process as they see their ideas and opinions being taken into account. This
leads to positive participation in future planning efforts. (NCI Presentation -The transformative
Power of Charrettes 2005)
4.3

Principles of a Charrette

The following nine principles are what differentiate an authentic Charrette from other planning
processes. (National Charrette Centre- NCC, 2005)
1. Collaborative working
A Charrette creates a plan/ design based on each stakeholders contribution. Having contributed
to this outcome the stakeholder is likely to have a gained an improved understanding of the
project and, therefore, support its rationale.
2. Interdisciplinary Design
All design work is done concurrently by an interdisciplinary team such as landscape architects,
planners, engineers, economists, market experts, public. This helps to produce a set of finished
documents that address all aspects and phases of a project. Whilst detailed designs can be
undertaken individually or in small groups, periodically everyone will get together for a briefing,
discussion or presentation.
3. Use design to achieve results The power of visualisation
”Design is a powerful tool for establishing a shared vision” (www.charretteinstitute.org). The
Charrette design team specialises in capturing ideas generated by the stakeholders into
drawings that help inform and focus the discussion.
4. Work in detail
To create viable proposals the workshop programme has to be based on a fully informed
dialogue. Detailed issues such as building types, block sizes have to be addressed alongside
bigger issues such as land use, public space, etc.
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5. Work to tight deadlines
A series of deadlines throughout the Charrette facilitate creative problem-solving by accelerating
decision-making and reducing unconstructive negotiation tactics. Having a little less time than is
comfortable to complete a task forces people to abandon their usual working patterns and
think outside of the box.
6. Communicate in short feedback loops
A feedback loop happens when a design is proposed, reviewed, changed, and re-presented for
further review. The shorter this cycle, the greater the level of influence and ownership by the
reviewing parties. In a Charrette, the participants are told to come back the next evening to
review the changes. Any misunderstandings are resolved quickly before they have had a chance
to crystallize. Questions about design problems are answered on the spot. Simultaneous
brainstorming and negotiation during a Charrette can change minds and encourage unique
solutions to problems.
Fig 4.1 Example of a Feedback Loop

C

Magnus Macfarlane

7. Work for at least four to seven consecutive days
The NCI states that four days is required to accommodate three feedback loops, scheduled at
least a day apart. Three loops are the minimum required to facilitate a change in participants'
perceptions and positions. Only simple projects with little controversy should be attempted in
four days. More complicated projects typically take seven days.
Adaptations of the Charrette process in the UK vary according to the type of application. Of the
cases studied very few had separate design teams, stakeholders are selected by invitation only
(numbers need to be manageable) and work together throughout the workshop to produce a
workable plan. This has advantages when compared to American Charrettes in that the number
of days over which the Charrette takes place can be reduced. The disadvantages are that it
might be difficult for people to commit to attending a full day, whereas dropping in can be
more flexible and everyone has the opportunity to attend at some point rather than by invitation
only.
8. Work on site
Close proximity to the site is important to make it easy for people to participate and for the
design team to have quick access to the site.
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9. Produce a viable plan
Whilst the Charrette can be a visioning process as the results analysis demonstrates in Appendix
1, it has the potential to create a viable plan because the outcomes are fully informed by all the
stakeholders.
4.4

Key differences between the Charrette & other planning processes








4.5

Compressed work sessions
Communicate in short feedback loops
Work collaboratively
Work for at least 4 consecutive days
Study the details and the whole
Work on-site
Produce a buildable plan
A Typical Charrette Team

Charrette Participants (team)
Facilitators
Multidisciplinary groups of professionals
Non statutory organisations
Statutory organisations
Project sponsor
Representatives of area parish Council
Community groups
Focus groups
Individual members of public
4.6

Analysis of Charrette/ Findings

What a Charrette incorporates
The following steps detail the Charrette process:
It is important to point out that the Charrette is the focal point of a much larger process.
The Charrette itself consists of three phases
A
B
C

Preparation
Charrette workshop
Follow up/implementation

A. The preparation phase
This must be completed before a successful Charrette can be held. This phase includes research,
education, and Charrette preparation which, according to the NCI, “ takes anywhere from 2 to
6 months to complete.”
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The Preparation Phase requires:








Project Set-up and Organization ensuring the team understands the process, aims and
objectives;
Stakeholder Involvement - selecting attendees, providing advance information of a
technical, PR or informative nature;
Sourcing all the base information, for example site details, history and policy;
Feasibility Studies - working toward a buildable plan;
Securing funding;
Logistics - allocation of resources, who attends when; and
Securing a venue for the duration of the event.

B. Charrette workshop
Who is involved and for how long?
The NCI states that “key stakeholders including citizens, land owners, business owners and nongovernmental organizations provide vision, input and review throughout the Charrette.”
Stakeholder involvement is provided for through scheduled meetings, large, open public
meetings, or dropping by the gallery. (It is important to note that not everyone is involved all of
the time, because the studio's hours are long enough to accommodate everyone's schedules
and each person's level of involvement in the process is different). Some stakeholders want and
need to be there often, but other people need only attend public meetings and open houses.
The NCI recommends four days as the “minimum number necessary for sufficient feedback
loops”. Our comparison and analysis of various Charrettes in Appendix 1, Table 2, demonstrates
that Charrettes do vary in length and in attendance, for example the Southface Energy Institute
Charrette, required all the participants to be present for the duration of the one day event.
Whereas the Fayetteville Charrette required only the design team to be present throughout the
whole of the Charrette and for the general public to drop in on design studio's held for 5 of the
7 days. This is due to the complexity of the project and the adaptation of the process to its
particular situation, for example the UK planning system.
The Charrette process
The Charrette workshop can be divided into a number of phases which are held over
consecutive days. The NCI (2005) describes the Charrette process as “the public provides vision
and project direction through a hands-on workshop. The design team takes this vision and
creates a series of alternative plans and then solicits public input at another public meeting. This
input is used to refine the alternatives and create more detailed plans that are again reviewed
and critiqued by the public during an open house. The design team further refines and narrows
the feedback into a final plan and set of implementation documents to be presented for public
confirmation on the final night of the Charrette.”
The following is an example schedule for a seven day Charrette:
Day 1: Public Vision
The first day of the Charrette is all about sharing information. The Charrette begins with a
public, “hands-on” workshop where everyone works in small groups to describe and draw their
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vision of the project. A representative from each team presents their top ideas to the whole
group. Everyone learns from each other's work and several alternative themes begin to emerge.
Day 2: Alternative Plans
The team meets with key stakeholders and develops concept alternatives
Day 3: Public Input
Stakeholders give input and feedback.
Day 4: Refined Plans
Team refines and synthesizes concepts.
Day 5: Public Open House and Review
Public open house Participants review concepts and give feedback.
Day 6: Final Plan
Final Products are created at many scales and levels of detail. A viable plan or masterplan, often
accompanied by design codes or guidelines devised by the Charrette participants.
Day 7: Public Confirmation Public meeting
Public presentation by team members. One more opportunity to get input from the public.
On the final evening of the Charrette, the design team presents all elements of the project
including master plans, building designs, economic and transportation impacts and strategy,
and the implementation plan. Everything needed to move the project forward into
implementation is covered. Another round of public input is gathered for the final refinement
phase.
C. Follow up and implementation
The Neighbourhood Charrette Handbook by Dr. J. Segedy, advises that “Finalizing the Charrette
process is only part of the overall process. Most plans fail because people do not know how to
begin implementing the project and programs. If there is no momentum and following up after
the Charrette, people can loose motivation and interest and there is the potential for
misunderstandings and misinterpretation. A leader must be found for each project to follow
through from start to completion. Without that leader the project has little hope of succeeding.
It is often helpful to identify a single person to serve as a coordinator. The Steering Committee
can also continue as the coordinating body.“
The goal of the Plan Implementation Phase is to refine and finalise the Charrette results and
outcomes in order to guide the project through adoption and development. This may involve
the following tasks:
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Plan Implementation Strategy
PR and momentum confirmation of who is responsible for taking results forward or
disseminating the results.
Review Feedback
Document Revision
Final Project Public Meeting
Project Close
Tools, Facilities & Equipment

The following equipment and information may be needed















Overhead projector
Stationery
Model making materials
Paper
Flip charts
Instructions/ brief
Details of aims and objectives
Attendees
Copy of overhead presentation
Room or rooms well ventilated
Organisation, layout ease of movement able
to hang drawings etc on walls, able to view
each others work
Refreshments water on tables etc
Transport arranged for site visit coach etc

Fig 4.2 Flipchart

C DJA

Fig 4.3 Site visit

C DJA
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Fig 4.4 Block Model

Fig 4.5 Team presentation

C DJA

C DJA

4.8

Finances

Funding of a Charrette
From the Charrettes analysed, Appendix 1 Table 1 lists their sources of funding as an example of
the potential sources. Some large scale Charrettes rely on a partnership of many organisations
that have an interest in the process, for example, Thames Gateway Development.

Financial feasibility of the project
The NCI example of a Charrette incorporates an assessment of the project’s financial feasibility
by the stakeholders. Of the UK stakeholder projects assessed, information on financial viability is
not generally included, possibly due to its potential to complicate and restrict ideas (J Cooper
2005). The Stakeholder Workshop for Waterbrook, Ashford UK (2005) identified 'securing
economic viability' as an issue arising from the workshop, even though it wasn't mentioned in
the workshop brief.
4.9

Evaluation & Feedback

As shown in Appendix 1 Tables 2 and 3, obtaining feedback (be it positive or negative) is a
common occurrence with Charrettes. Effective feedback and evaluation is an important element
of the whole process and will identify the following:
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What works and what does not work
Degrees of stakeholder satisfaction
Degree of stakeholder involvement
Sharing of information and comparision with other projects quality control setting of
standards
Identification of the next steps and provide momentum/impetus to the project
Help to ensure the efficient use of funds/resources
Identification of gaps in provision
Identification of opportunities for further participation
Any misunderstanding or knowledge gaps
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Keeping accurate records of the event are important to the efficacy of the evaluation and to
providing a clear audit trail when the Charrette forms part of the planning process and potential
resultant permission.
4.10

Benefits of Charrettes

The NCI states that Charrettes are best used in situations with real projects when development
is imminent. Charrettes are particularly useful in contentious situations that require conflict
resolution. The website (http ://www.ausimm.com) suggest that the Charrette process has the
potential to:


Alleviate suspicion and mistrust, building of trust between citizens and public agencies.



Create a positive impression of the developers.



Lead to easier approvals of planning applications.



Improve the project's outcome in terms of a marketing position for the developer.



Eliminate the sponsor's common fear of losing control of the outcome and/or wasting
time and money on a failed effort by establishing clear roles within an atmosphere of
trust.



Save or avoid financial costs in the long term by establishing appropriate solutions at an
early stage.



Focus limited resources on those key issues that stakeholders identify as a priority.



Increase investment efficiency through better decisions arising from the
consideration of a wider range of parameters.



Improve public image and greater public acceptance of projects and programmes.



Improve communications which saves staff time.



Forge stronger communities giving more sense of ownership.



Meet current thinking and allow for genuine participation.



Meet requirements of sustainable development.



Meet policy objectives and requirements - The MPA is able to respond to emerging
legislative requirements for greater stakeholder involvement.



Allow people to ask questions of the developer in a less threatening environment than,
for example, a public meeting.



Reduce the number of objections or misinformed letters. People are better informed. By
everyone coming together round one table the opportunity for splinter groups of
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opposition is reduced.


Involve people in a meaningful and positive way. People can ask questions in a less
threatening environment than, for example, a public .meeting



Gain an appreciation of the views of members of the other groups and make more
informed decisions.



Identify and manage issues and concerns



Clear up misunderstandings, for example, the term temporary may mean 4 years to one
person and 10 to another (See Good Quarry website).



Focus future planning discussions and negotiations (See Waterbrook).



Provide a coherent audit trail as part of the planning process.



Provide the design team with a design & development rationale that can inform, support
& enhance (but also challenge) further masterplan negotiations.



Enable active involvement in the planning process & participating in the collaborative
process by engaging with a broad range of stakeholders.



Utilise stakeholders expertise & knowledge in a collaborative way to provide local input
on the masterplanning process.



Provide a degree of ownership of key issues.



Compress time frames, such that everyone brought together avoids protracted
consultations and negotiations



Involve stakeholders in a facilitated process so that all stakeholders are heard and no
one dominates.



Create a better plan/outcome through diverse input and involvement.



Use stakeholder time efficiently. The Charrette can be tailored to when people can
attend, not requiring everyone to be present all the time.

4.11

Variations on Charrettes & Popular Misconceptions

From the analysis of Charrettes in Appendix 1, Tables 2 and 3, it is apparent that Charrettes can
vary to a large degree in their length and content, being flexible processes that meet the
requirements of an individual project. The NCI states that the “term Charrette is overused and
abused” and clarifies that it would not be:
“Just a one-day workshop (this potentially wouldn't allow time for effective feedback),
A multi-day marathon involving everyone all the time
A plan authored by a select few that will affect many
A visioning session that produces non-specific results”
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Research has revealed the potential to conduct an electronic Charrette with an online dialogue
and discussion forum. This could potentially cost less and allows for greater and cheaper
dissemination of information. Also, using the internet can still encourage people to take
entrenched positions since they are not exposed to a ‘face to face’ environment, where they
must properly explain/defend their views etc.
The problems with the internet is that it is not good for building personal relationships and
some people still prefer traditional communication methods.
There is a misconception that children should be exempt from the process that it is seen as an
adult only process. However, they are representative of the community and the future.
In the case of a complex project it is possible to hold more than one Charrette.
4.12

The Role of the Facilitator

The facilitator plays an important role at a Charrette, their facilitation of the process is critical to
the Charrette outcome and stakeholders perceptions of the event.
The Neighbourhood Charrette Handbook by Segedy and Johnson recommends that
Facilitators should:












be positive, energetic, assertive, well-organized and respected
be able to stimulate and manage the group process and flow of information, not
manipulate the decision-making process
ensure that the work gets done as a leader not as a superior
ensure that everyone participates and no one person dominates
be accountable for the success of the group
create a neutral environment
be able to maintain eye contact with everyone
actively listen
empathise with participants
acknowledge suggestions
establish trust

Successful facilitation of the workshop should ensure that:








the Charrette keeps on track and starts and ends on time
ground rules are established up front
everyone is welcomed
the aims and objectives are clearly defined and people understand why the meeting is
taking place
everyone knows who they are working with
everything gets recorded
decisions, actions and responsible parties are identified and summarised at the end of
the session

From the client’s perspective it is important to get to know and work closely with the facilitator
to help them to understand the client’s business and to develop a clear contract about what the
event is about and the desired outcomes (Wickes 2000) .
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Introduction

Internet searches under the title “minerals and Charrettes” have revealed examples where
Charrettes or similar events have been used in mineral planning in relation to regional policy
making as a means of managing a region's mining activities and supply of minerals. The most
notable being the Laurentian Vision which is summarised below. No site specific examples have
been found.
A particular process called The Laurentian Vision, designed by The University of Minnesota,
explores how mining operations can systematically integrate land design as an integral part of
mine planning and operation. The Laurentian Vision uses the Charrette process to accomplish its
objectives. The process was applied to the Musabi Iron Range to provide a future planning
framework for the region. The Iron Range Charrette process “reinforced the feasibility of using
existing land as infrastructure for future real estate.” Another positive benefit of the Charrette
process in this circumstance was that it encouraged “unprecedented” cooperation and
collaboration between area mining companies and the consequential development of a regional
GIS database called the 'Atlas of Mine and Geographic Information.
(Range Review 2004, page 8, Appendix 3)
5.2

Existing Levels of Consultation

Consultation in relation to mineral planning generally consists of liaison meetings, public
exhibitions, quarry open days and public meetings.
Liaison groups are looked upon favourably by the Mineral Planning Authorities. The quarry
company is able to discuss and resolve issues at a local level without involving the mineral
planning authority and this maintains good public relations. Liaison meetings generally consist
of the quarry manager, experts relevant to the topic of conversation and a member of the local
Parish Council. Issues such as noise and operating hours can be discussed. The limitation of a
liaison meeting is that it is limited to a small number of stakeholders.
Public exhibitions are an educational and informative method, presenting a positive face to
the industry, which allows people to view proposals and ask questions of the company
representatives. The limitations are that the proposals can be perceived as a fait accompli and
they do not engage people on a participatory level in the decision making process.
Quarry open days - are an excellent opportunity for the quarry companies to raise public
awareness and interest in the quarry industry, they involve a limited amount of consultation.
Public meetings Are a forum to allow everyone to attend and have their say regarding
proposals that are due to be or have been submitted to the mineral planning authority. Whilst
all stakeholders can attend, the meetings can often be dominated by a vociferous few and
standing with a microphone in a crowded room can be intimidating to some.
The above processes with the exception of the liaison groups tend to be reactive rather than
interactive. Decisions have been made and the stakeholders are then asked to respond. True
consultation requires the inclusion of stakeholders much earlier in the decision-making process.
5.3

Why apply a Charrette to Mineral Planning?
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What are the Advantages and Disadvantages and to whom?
Advantages:
Reduction of opposition or resolution of conflict
Charrettes can potentially reduce the number of people opposed to the scheme due to people
being better informed and empowered, their being able to participate in the decision making
process. Oxford County Council cites a case at Radley Lakes, where the reaction of the
community took them by surprise because they considered there to be little or no previous
opposition to the infilling of the other lakes. They received approximately 700 letters and cards
of objection. The MPA were under obligation to reply to each. By holding a Charrette to discuss
the proposals the community would have been better informed and less likely to be hijacked by
organised and potentially misinformed opposition groups. This could ultimately save time for the
MPA by reducing the number of enquiries to which they are obliged to respond. In turn this will
reduce the number of times in which the MPA need to approach the quarry company for
clarification.
Bring issues into one forum for discussion
The Charrette process, when expertly facilitated, avoids the formation of splinter groups.
Bringing issues into one forum for discussion could be advantageous to the MPA and the
industry as it could potentially avoid the need for repetitive discussions and meetings with
individuals and groups; everyone is singing from the same song sheet.
Flag up issues at an earlier stage/ improve dialogue
The Charrette is an all inclusive form of consultation which means important issues that could
hamper the process of an application could be identified at an early stage. For example, the site
might be identified as being in a flood plain and solutions or further investigation suggested. By
identifying this issue at the Charrette, potential time and costs in extensive consultation with
statutory consultees could be reduced. The Charrette can help identify who is responsible for
what and facilitate the transfer of information, improving dialogue between the MPA and the
statutory consultees. The number of amendments required to a mineral planning application
could potentially be reduced by holding a Charrette prior to submission of the application.
Education & awareness
At a Charrette, stakeholders work in mixed interdisciplinary groups which can be an informative
and educational process for all. The Charrette provides a forum where perceptions can be
challenged and constraints and opportunities of the development identified. For example, a
Charrette workshop might outline the planning policy that guides the application process and
the parameters within which an MPA makes a decision. The Charrette workshop could
potentially address sensitive issues such as the supply and demand for aggregates,' people may
be more amenable to quarrying if they understand the need' (JCooper 2005)
At the Quarry Industry Annual Conference 2005, The Quarry Management Journal reports that
according to R Kell, the former Mineral Planning Officer for Leicestershire, “The public must
recognise that quarrying is a response to their demands & consumption & secondly, the industry
must address the fears of local residents concerning the effects of quarrying on their properties.
The solution lies in better communication between quarrying companies, regulators and the
local community”.
Challenge perceptions and build trust in the industry
During the Quarry Industries Annual Conference 2005 R.Bate stated, “Despite great
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improvements and a much better understanding of methods to ameliorate the environmental
impacts of quarrying the industry still faced the challenge of creating trust in the minds of the
public.” He continued to say, “the whole industry, not just individual companies, must show
empathy with the local community and recognize their legitimate fears of the unknown when
proposing quarry developments. The public needs to be persuaded that the industry is
responsible and delivers promises.” The Charrette process aims to produce a buildable or
workable plan that it is not just a visioning process and clearly identifies what will happen next.
This can give people faith in the process, industry and decision makers when they see their ideas
acknowledged and actualised. The Charrette provides an opportunity for the Mineral Planning
Authority to raise awareness of what they do. At the Charrette, “the elected representatives of
the community & planning officers must explain to the public, and especially to individual
members of the local community, that their job is to implement the planning process for the
general good and not to represent individual interests.” NCI Start up Kit- CD rom.
Accountability and proof of consultation
Sometimes opposition to development accuses the MPA or the quarry company of not having
conducted any or sufficient consultation. In such a situation a Charrette, which is a very public
exercise, provides proof that full consultation with all stakeholders has been conducted,
providing a clear audit trail and transparency of process. Should an application reach the inquiry
stage, the amount of consultation conducted is important to the Inspector's decision. A
Charrette provides a clear record of who was consulted and when.
Safe forum for the sharing of ideas
A well facilitated Charrette allows everyone to have their say and put forward any questions
they might have about the proposed development. No one person dominates, which is often
seen to be the case at public meetings. The Charrette could provide the opportunity for all
stakeholders to get their ideas across, for example the Mineral Planning Authority may be keen
to see public access provision included in restoration schemes.
Reduction in costs
Whilst Charrettes do require an initial outlay of funds, they have the potential to reduce the
overall cost of the application to both the industry and an already under-resourced Mineral
Planning Authority. The cost advantage occurs due to the Charrettes potential to smooth the
application process by reducing the amount of misinformed opposition. If the Charrette is held
before the application is submitted it is likely that it will have been informed by the Charrette
and is, therefore, less likely to need as many (if not any) amendments. This can also avoid
duplication of consultation and may reduce or avoid legal costs should it prevent the application
from going to Inquiry.
Disadvantages
The Charrette could prejudice the impartiality of the Mineral Planning Authority.
J Duncalf , Minerals Officer for Oxford County Council, cited an example where a County
Councillor was Chair of the quarry liaison committee. As a consequence the Councillor was not
allowed to join the committee for consideration of the application as he was considered to be
biased. Representatives of the Mineral Planning Authority attending the Charrette may have to
be different from those assessing the application. But as Charrettes become more widespread, it
is becoming accepted that officers need to be in attendance. Their presence in an open forum
does not need to compromise their position since the Charrette may make them better
informed. Care would have to be taken in their level of contribution so as not to be seen to be
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influencing the outcome. The public sometimes find this difficult to understand and, perhaps,
this is an element that could be explained at a Charrette.
Consultation overload and the constraints of the new planning system
A Charrette event at the application stage would need to take account of and, where possible,
avoid duplication of consultation already carried out at a regional level for the purpose of the
production of the Minerals And Waste Development Framework. A question raised by a number
of Mineral Planning Authorities was, “how much consultation can a MPA reasonably ask from a
developer” and indeed from all stakeholders without risking consultation overload and loss of
interest in the process.
Commitment and timing
The timing of the Charrette may depend on the quarry companies being sure of their intention
to submit an application which could potentially be too late in the process as they may be less
inclined to alter their proposal.
Costs and organisation
The question arises as to who should foot the bill and organise the Charrette process. The
quarry companies may only feel obliged to undertake the minimum in consultation to meet
legislative requirements.
Scale and type of project
Opinions differ in the UK as to whether Charrettes would be more suited to large or small scale
proposals. Some Mineral Planning Authorities, Quarry companies and members of the public are
of the opinion that existing quarry liaison meetings are perfectly adequate for small scale
proposals and a full blown Charrette would be inappropriate to the situation. The National
Charrette Institute states that, “Charrettes are more suited to contentious situations that require
conflict resolution”, which, in the case of Mineral Planning Applications, could be more suited
to applications that require an EIA.
Lose sight of the objectives
The Charrette must make clear its aims and objectives at the outset and throughout the process
in order to produce a tangible plan that can be implemented. People need to know that their
input will achieve real results.
Technical information
There may be limitations on the type of discussions that can take place, especially in relation to
very technical issues. However, the American Charrette system has shown that the public and
other stakeholders can grasp highly technical issues provided they are briefed properly and have
access to expert knowledge. A Charrette has to be run by facilitators that are able to keep the
participants focussed on the issues and not allow them to get bogged down with technical
detail that is beyond their expertise.
Addressing after use and landownership
There is a trend for quarry companies to lease rather than own the land, responsibility for its
after use resting with the landowner. (The Planning and Design of Aggregate Quarries for NonAgricultural After Use 2006). As Charrettes stem from Architecture and Urban design there is
the potential to have a Charrette that deals with built after use.“While not precluded by the
former Structure/Local Plan system, built development in quarries was not overtly encouraged.
The inclusion of 'other development' in paragraph 71 of MPG1 allows the possibility. However
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many quarry operators or landowners would not risk a mineral planning application by adding a
further series of hurdles and opponents by including a built after use as well into the
application.”
( The Planning and Design of Aggregate Quarries for Non-Agricultural After Use 2006)
Other than any Conditions attached to the Planning Permission, the company may be under no
on-going obligations if they do not own the site. The landowner specifies what happens next
and may not wish the site to be open to the public or may choose to limit access.
Confidentiality and the quarry company
The Quarry company may wish to keep their intention to submit an application private; holding
a Charrette prior to its submission would, therefore, compromise this privacy.
5.4

Selecting & Identifying Stakeholders for the Mineral Planning Charrette

Chapter 2 identifies the stakeholder as, “people that affect or are affected by developments”. In
any stakeholder engagement process an early concern is who to involve. Many stakeholders
volunteer to be involved; others may require an explicit invitation. Depending on the scale and
type of mineral application the stakeholders are necessarily numerous and diverse.
Figure 5.1 Stakeholder Map

C

Magnus Macfarlane
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Fig 5.2 Stakeholder Engagement Levels

C

Magnus Macfarlane

The more complex the Planning Application, the more people are potentially affected and the
greater the need for consultation. The company may not be willing to conduct a Charrette until
they are sure of their intention to submit. However, the best time to engage is early on in the
process. This is principally achieved at the Local Development Framework or Statement of
Community Involvement stages.
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Issues and Concerns of Stakeholders in relation to Mineral Planning
Applications

Following discussions with Mineral Planning Authorities, the industry, interviews with other
stakeholders and inspection of residents liaison files, the following are issues and concerns that
are, in general, likely to be raised in relation to mineral planning applications or existing
operations. This list is not exhaustive but gives a flavour of typical concerns:




















5.6

Provision of Public access to restored sites
Quarry after use
Requests to consider alternative options to the proposals
Timescales
Market demand: is there a need for the proposal
Business/extraction demand
Access to the site during construction, operation and restoration
Busy roads
Toxicity/ dust pollution
Level of monitoring of toxicity
Ecology
Transparency: is the industry being upfront about their proposals and intentions for the
site?
Covert activities such as removal of orchids
Concerns regarding property devaluation (This is not a planning consideration)
Noise issues
Signage
Personnel changes at the site to ensure the public know who to contact (good quarry
neighbour)
Health and safety
Working programme
Benefits to local people, employment, investment etc.
How the Charrette could address these issues

As the Charrette is an open forum for the sharing of ideas all the above issues could potentially
be addressed. The facilitators are able to conduct sessions where the stakeholders work in
groups to identify issues that they consider pertinent to the proposals, they are able to put
forward any questions they may have regarding the proposed development. Technical questions
are answered by experts who are also participating in the Charrette. The next stage would be to
identify and reach a consensus on how these issues could be resolved with the aim of producing
a workable plan of action or design.
The Charrette would need to define what the key issues are either through introduction by the
facilitators or by a brainstorming exercise. The Charrette would define what is going to happen,
i.e. the proposal, what impacts it will have and what benefits are there and to whom; if the
development only favours the quarry company, people are likely to oppose. The Charrette could
address all phases of the proposed development from construction to operation,
decommissioning and restoration/after use.
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The Charrette can be used to address the issue of site after-use the issues with planning
permission for built development being dealt with separately (a separate Planning Application
would be required).
Where Charrettes have been used to expand towns and cities the fears and concerns of
residents are much the same, i.e. they are concerned about their quality of life (J Cooper 2005).
From the above list of issues it is apparent that people (especially locals to the proposals) are
concerned about the impacts of the development proposals on their quality of life and this may
be interpreted as a large element of NIMBYism. The Charrette can help these people to discuss
and analyse their fears and concerns and identify the individual elements that are a problem
rather than perceiving the whole development as a threat. The Charrette can address the
question, 'Can a quarry ever be a good neighbour?' (Nov 2005 Annual Conf -Inst of
Quarrying). For example, in urban design, stakeholders are, in general, concerned about what is
going on literally outside their back yard. A Charrette helps people to consider the variations in
development that can occur, to address what is occurring at the edge of the site and to
recognise that the edge is not the same as the whole site. To translate this to mineral planning
applications a Charrette could address what occurs at the edge of a quarry, such as levels and
type of screening, set back, roll over slopes, access, views into and out and quarry face design,
etc.
The Charrette could address the issue of supply and demand from all stakeholders’ perspectives.
As stated by R Kell at the Quarry Industry Annual Conference 2005, “The public must recognise
that quarrying is a response to their demands and consumption and second, the industry must
address the fears of local residents concerning the effects of quarrying on their properties. The
solution lies in better communication between quarrying companies, regulators and the local
community”. Should an application go to appeal an Inspector will make a decision based on the
economic well being of the country balanced with the human rights of people living nearby. In
the situation of an application going to appeal, the Inspector may determine that allowing the
appeal would not result in a violation of their rights under the Human Rights Act 1998.
A Charrette could allow for other matters not covered by planning to be resolved for example
Health and Safety issues and Environmental health legislation issues such as noise and public
health matters.
During and at the end of the Charrette the facilitators collate the issues and solutions identified.
This information could help to determine any Conditions that may be attached to the
Application should it be approved, for example working hours and a date for cessation of
operations.
5.7

Financing a Charrette

Analysis of Charrette case studies and similar processes in Appendix 1 reveal a variety of
potential sources of funding that can include funding partnerships, for example the Lower
Windrush Valley created a partnership to develop a coordinated after use strategy which was
managed by a project coordinator.(see www.standlakepc.org.uk)
The distribution of the Aggregates Levy could be a potential source of Charrette funding.
Another source of potential funding is the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme, already used by various
companies to give something back to the community, such as The Hanson Environment Fund
and N Power, Oxford contributes to the funding of a Sustrans route.
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Quarry companies are now paying planning authorities to employ extra staff to assist with
applications. Instead of this the quarry company could invest in a Charrette.
Application fees are increasing disproportionately which is a problem for small quarry operators
(D Jarvis 2006). By footing the bill for a Charrette the application process could potentially cost
less in terms of time, amendments and rejection.
5.8

When should a Minerals Charrette be held?

Draft MPS 1 requires mineral operators to have effective consultation and liaison with the
community before submitting planning applications and during operation, restoration and
aftercare. Charrettes have the potential to be applied at different stages of the mineral planning
process, they can be used at a strategic level in Developing national and regional aggregates
policy, identifying areas for mineral extraction within the Local Development Frameworks such
as the Laurentian Vision or they can be applied to various stages of an application including
restoration and after use proposals.
As the purpose of this report is to discuss the application of Charrettes to mineral planning
applications, no further discussion has been included about its application at a strategic level.
Pre or post EIA
Opinion differs as to whether it is best to conduct a Charrette prior to an EIA or after. If it is
conducted before the EIA, the results of the Charrette could inform the production of the EIA.
However if the Charrette is conducted after the production of the EIA, the EIA could inform the
direction, focus and outcome of the Charrette. It might therefore be more appropriate to
include the scoping study as part of the Charrette preparation. This will inform the direction of
the Charrette and ensure all the stakeholders are provided with information prior to the
Charrette workshop. This will ensure well informed contributions from the stakeholders.
Size of scheme
Opinions differ in the UK as to whether Charrettes would be more suited to large or small scale
proposals. Some Mineral Planning Authorities, Quarry companies and members of the public are
of the opinion that existing quarry liaison meetings are perfectly adequate for small scale
proposals and a full blown Charrette would be inappropriate to the situation. The National
Charrette Institute states that, “Charrettes are more suited to contentious situations that require
conflict resolution”, which, in the case of Mineral Planning Applications, could be more suited
to applications that require an EIA.
Review of planning permissions
In some cases Committee members have objected at the review and the Mineral Planning
Authority has been accused of adhering to outdated planning permissions (J Duncalfe 2005).
There is, therefore, the potential to apply a Charrette to the review of permissions.
When the company has the intention to submit or has taken options on the site
With Urban design the land must be allocated before the Charrette process can take place as,
without this, the developer would not be interested and this could limit the funding available (J
Cooper 2005). Likewise a quarry company would only be interested in hosting a Charrette if
they had options on the site or intend to put in a planning application.
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Within the 21 day determination period
All planning applications have to be advertised by the MPA in the local newspaper and or
display of site notice. The Mineral Planning Authority can notify more widely by giving notice of
public meetings. At this point the Mineral Planning Authority could give notice of a Charrette.
However, this could be too late in the process and may be seen to be a foregone conclusion.
There would also be little or no time for Charrette preparation and notice which as indicated in
Chapter 4 is important to the efficacy of the Charrette.
Restoration and after use
A Charrette may come up with an after use that was not predicted. The Charrette could decide
on the best after-use and produce a design or set of design codes appropriate to that use.
Alternatively, a separate Charrette could deal with the detailing of the after use. The analysis of
Charrettes in Appendix 1 indicates that, depending on the type of project, it is not uncommon
to hold more than one Charrette.
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6.1
Introduction
This report recommends two styles of Charrette, the first being tailored to less complex
proposals that do not contain a design element, where the general public has already made
input into the process by other means such as public exhibitions and questionnaires. An
example for such a programme is contained in the table below.
The second option is more similar to the American style; it can last a number of days,
incorporates a design element such as a restoration plan and provides the opportunity for all
stakeholders to contribute by dropping in at various stages. In both cases the preparation
element is likely to remain the same.
Table 1 An outline example of a Charrette Stakeholder workshop programme for
Mineral Planning Applications
Preparation stage

Notes

Identify project requirements
Identify aims and objectives
Ensure funding secured
Appoint facilitators
Identify stakeholders
Collate information specific to the project to make
available at the Charrette:
Project brief
Site history & context
Policy requirements
Book the venue - catering for any special needs
Arrange transport
Send invitations, notify other parties, outreach &
engagement. Once invitations are confirmed and, if
required, send project brief with site information etc.
Arrange refreshments, including any special
dietary requirements
Project team organisation meeting.
Select mixed group of stakeholders
Photocopy of workshop brief for all
participants upon arrival at venue
Ensure all stationery and equipment such as
overhead projectors, laptops are available,
including feedback forms
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Charrette Workshop

Notes

Day 1
Welcome - coffee and introductions. Stakeholders split
into mixed groups
Introduction and explanation of the mornings activities
And expected outcomes
Discussion of aims and objectives:
 Dissemination of baseline information
surrounding the proposal
 Parameters of Application
 Define the proposals
Planning policy affecting the proposal
Presentation of best practice and precedent studies
Site visit to precedent site

Could see an example of a quarry restoration
scheme or built Development after use.

Break
Group exercise:
 Brainstorm session about the application,
(impressions and preconceptions)
 Groups present findings
 Facilitator sums up results
Lunch
Introduction to the afternoon’s activities and expected
outcomes
Site visit to the proposed site

Participants work in groups and conduct a
SWOB,( Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Barriers) analysis

Break
Individuals produce a mental map of the site

Each group collates their SWOB findings, issues and
mental maps.
Presentations by each group to main group.
Facilitator sums up findings of the group and gives a
brief introduction to the following days activities.
Close of day
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Each member of each team records on the
indicative plan of the development area their
own recollection of any features they are
aware of on the site such as landmarks, views
and ecology
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Day 2
1. Welcome - refreshments
2 .Introduction to second days activities, aims,
objectives,plus summing up of the previous days results
3. Group activity - brainstorming session where
participants suggest potential solutions to the
issues identified the previous day.
Facilitators might make a small presentation to keep
the workshop focussed and on track

This can involve a variety of hands on
participatory methods such as:
 Model making
 Sketching
 Flip charts

4. Break
5. Continuation of group activity 3. Each group presents their solutions to the main group
6. Facilitator sums up the findings and similarities
between the groups

The facilitator may allow opportunities for the
whole group to comment and discuss the
findings

7. Lunch
8. Introduction to the afternoon’s activities and
summing up of the outcomes so far

9. Group activity to refine findings from activity 3. and
produce viable plan.

The facilitators direct the groups and introduce
methods by which the groups can test and
refine their design ideas or plans.

10. Break
11. The group finish off their plans and make a
presentation to the main group. The group’s findings
can be pinned up around the room for everyone to see
and make comments.
Final revisions are made by the groups.

Each group is required to justify their decisions
in order to test the feasibility of their plan.

12. Summing up by facilitators of all the groups’
findings and what the next steps are.
13. Thanks and close of workshop
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Conclusions

In general it is concluded that Charrettes are a flexible process with aims and objectives that can
be applied to Mineral Planning Applications. The Charrette process has the potential to provide
the following benefits:





Improve the image and understanding of the Mineral Industry
Smooth the application process
Create a valid audit trail, where proposals directly relate to Charrette outcomes
Consider the wider planning context and incorporate elements such as built after use
that would normally be considered as a separate planning issue

Additional conclusions can be broadly divided into the following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Planning Policy context
Timing of the Charrette
Duration of the Charrette
Scale and type of proposal
Financial feasibility and funding

1. Due to their success and benefits to the application process Government has embraced the
use of Charrette Stakeholder workshops in urban development. Applying Charrettes to mineral
planning applications could potentially bear positive results. The Charrette process can respond
to Policy requirements for the sustainable development of minerals by providing a forum for full
and meaningful stakeholder participation. The Charrette process at the mineral application
stage must have clearly stated aims and objectives that pay due regard to the findings of other
consultation processes that have taken place at a strategic or regional level. This will avoid
unnecessary duplication and the risk of consultation overload.
2. The best time to hold a Charrette would be at the point when a developer is sure of their
intention to submit, pre or post production of an EIA, and before the application is submitted
for determination by the Mineral Planning Authority. This allows the efficient allocation of
resources, adequate Charrette preparation and a smoother application process for the applicant
and the Mineral Planning Authority.
3. In the USA an 'authentic' Charrette requires a design team to develop the design as the
stakeholders drop in and out and feed their opinions into the design. For this method to work
with mineral planning there would need to be a design objective in the proposal such as a
restoration plan or proposed after use. Mineral planning applications that do not require this
design element would not necessarily need the input of a design team and could feasibly be
much shorter in length and cost less.
Adaptations of the Charrette process in the UK vary according to the type of application. Of the
cases studied very few had separate design teams, stakeholders are selected by invitation only
(numbers need to be manageable) and work together throughout the workshop to produce a
workable plan. This has advantages when compared to American Charrettes in that the number
of days over which the Charrette takes place can be reduced. The disadvantages are that it
might be difficult for people to commit to attending a full day, whereas dropping in can be
more flexible and everyone has the opportunity to attend at some point rather than by invitation
only.
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This report therefore recommends two styles of Charrette, the first being tailored to less
complex proposals that do not contain a design element, where the general public has already
made input into the process by other means such as public exhibitions and questionnaires. The
second option is more similar to the American style; it can last a number of days, incorporates a
design element such as a restoration plan and provides the opportunity for all stakeholders to
contribute by dropping in at various stages.
4. Opinions differ in the UK as to whether Charrettes would be more suited to large or small
scale proposals. Some Mineral Planning Authorities, Quarry companies and members of the
public are of the opinion that existing quarry liaison meetings are perfectly adequate for small
scale proposals and a full blown Charrette would be inappropriate to the situation. The National
Charrette Institute of the USA states that, “Charrettes are more suited to contentious situations
that require conflict resolution”, which, in the case of Mineral Planning Applications, could be
more suited to applications that require an EIA.
5. Analysis of Charrette case studies and similar processes reveal a variety of potential sources of
funding that can include funding partnerships. In order to hold a successful Charrette the source
of its funding must be clearly identified and secured at the outset.
General elements that may be disadvantageous or limiting to the scope of a mineral Charrette
are:
 Land ownership; a quarry company may only be leasing the land and the responsibility
for its after use rests with the landowner.
 Mineral Planning Officers at the Charrette could be seen to be prejudicial to the
application decision and their statements could be misrepresented.
 A lack of commitment to a viable plan can cause stakeholders to loose faith in the
process.
7.2



Recommendations for future work
The Charrette process is applied to a live mineral planning application prior to its
submission.
Guidelines and templates for conducting a mineral planning Charrette are made
available for general circulation.

7.3
Summary
Government and developers have embraced the Charrette process and adaptations of it, such as
Enquiry by Design, in relation to Urban Design. Charrettes are a flexible process that can be
adapted to the scale of the project and could meet Government Mineral policy objectives and
guidelines, ensuring a sustainable approach to stakeholder consultation. Following this research
no reason has been found why Charrettes in their various forms cannot be applied to mineral
planning applications.
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APPENDIX 1 - CASE STUDY NOTES – CONSULTATIVE EVENTS

How information for the case notes was sourced and collected.
The majority of the case studies were found using internet search engines. The case
study generally had a summary report of the consultative event posted on the internet
and these reports provided a great deal of information.
Further information was obtained by contacting one or more of the organisations
involved in the consultative event either by email or telephone.
Below is a list of questions that were asked. Please note that not all these questions
were put to all the contacts and they are not exhaustive. Instead the series of questions
were tailored to the information we required for that particular consultative event.
Who funded the workshop?
Was there a tour of the site?
Were there any public evenings held?
Was there any feedback from any of the stakeholders involved?
What has happened since?
What was most effective about the event?
What design/idea surprised you the most?
What would you have done differently?
Not all the contacts replied and as such the following case study notes are derived from
a collection of internet websites, documents and correspondences.

5

1

21- 22 Feb 2002

Case Study D
Southface
Energy
Institute
(USA)

Period of
days
5

10 – 14 Jan 2002

22 – 26 Oct 1998

Dates held

Case Study C
Coral Gables
(USA)

Charrette
event
Case Study B
Katoomba
(AUSTRALIA)

Identify realistic and &
cost – effective
sustainable measures
that the new Southface
facility could implement.

Define a community
vision that enhances the
vitality of downtown and
preserves the liveability
of adjoining
neighbourhoods

Produce a Town Centre
Revitilisation
Strategy

Purpose of Charrette

Table 2 – Analysis of Charrettes in the UK & Worldwide

Southface Energy Institute,
National Renewable
Energy Laboratory,
US Department of Energy

City of coral Gables,
University of Miami

Blue Mountain City
Council,
State government
representatives,
Ecologically Sustainable
Design staff

Organisers

Design
Harmony

The
University of
Miami School
of
Architecture

Ecologically
Sustainable
Design Pty
ltd

Facilitators

The
organisers

City of Coral
Gables and
the
University of
Miami

State and
local
government

Funding

55 participants
Southface employees,
Architects,
Engineers,
Government employees,
Green building
consultants,
University staff members,
Builders,
Public and private
company representatives.

Approximatly 1500
participants and 50
designers.
University faculty,
Public administrators,
Developers,
Business owners,
Student architects and
designers,
Residents,
Consultants,
Community volunteers

Participant numbers &
Types
130 participants
Urban designers,
Traffic engineers,
Planners, Residents,
Business, Landowners,
Government agencies,
Interest groups,
Experts In:Ecology,
Public transport,
Community & economic
development,
Engineering

OTHER INFORMATION
Pre-charrette activity included a
trio of pre-charrette meetings,
questionnaires and surveys.
Day 1 – Participants briefed
and left to get
acquainted.
Review of existing
building.
Coverage of energy
goals & targets.
Review of LEED
(Leadership in energy
and environmental
design rating system)
Designing & creating
solutions.
Presentation of design &
Solutions & closing
comments.

Begin
designing &
creating
solutions to
the project,
based on the
LEED
strategies.

Masterplan

Many felt the
charrette
identified
opportunities
that were
attainable.

Extremely
positive

Favourable
towards the
Charrette.

Production of
design briefs.

Day 1 - Public meeting
Day 2 – Key sessions with
government agencies.
Day 3 – Charrette outcomes
produced.
Day 4 – Same as day 3
Day 5 – Same as day 3
OTHER INFORMATION
Pre-charrette activity consisted
of logistical preparation,
research consultation with the
community, collection of base
line, environmental, social &
economic information about
Katoomba.
Day 1 – Review of existing
conditions, tour of focus
areas, public sessions.
Day 2 – Input from participants,
meetings with
government agencies
and residents.
Day 3 – Topical sessions,
childrens charrette,
designing.
Day 4 – Public review, more
designing.
Day 5 – Refining
masterplan & final
presentation

Feedback

Results

Structure

Netherlandsbased
architect/
urbanist.
Director of
the GlassHouse
(architect)
Founder
director of
Performing
Arts
Laboratory
Ltd

General public agency

General public agency

General public agency

Devise a visionary
strategic framework for
Purfleet focussing on
public access to the
riverfront.

Visionary social &
environmental
proposals for activities
in the greenbelt.

Consider new &
appropriate forms of
cultural facilities in the
twenty-first century.

3

1

1

1

24 May 2004

25 May 2004

26 May 2004

Purfleet

West Horndon

Tilbury Cruise
Terminal

Dover Kohl &
Partners

24th, 25th, 26th
May 2004

City of Fayetteville

Case Studies
G, H & I
Thurrock
(UK)

Creation of a downtown
masterplan.
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9 – 15 Jan 2004

Case Study F
Fayetteville
(USA)

Partnership
of:
Thurrock
Council,
Arts Council
England,
CABE,
The
Countryside
Agency,
EEDA,
Essex
County
Council,
Government
Office for
the East of
England,
Heritage
Lottery
Fund,
Living/east
(The
Cultural
Consortium
for the East
of England),
Price
Waterhouse
Cooper,
Sport
England
East,
Thames
Gateway
South
Essex

Unknown.
Possibly
City of
Fayetteville

7 participants
Architects,
Artists,
Spectacularist,
Directors

6 participants
Architects,
Biologist & landscape
architect,
Artists

5 participants
Architects,
Visual artist,
Artist & interdisciplinary
academic.

150 participants
Urban economists,
Urban advisors,
Transportation experts,
Hall planning and
engineering, Marketing
and branding experts,
Benson Miles TND,
Computer Viz Company
(Urban advantage),
Propoerty owners,
Business people,
Developers, City staff,
Students, Community
leaders

The charrette was a closed
process where the participants
could call upon local residents
& technical advisors comprising
of Thurrock arts/generate
Green Spaces Strategy Officer,
South Essex, Thurrock
regeneration, Thurrock
museum, Purfleet heritage
centre, Thames Chase
Community Forest & Thurrock
council. (For all 3 events)

OTHER INFORMATION
There was a pre-charrette
meeting and gathering of base
line information before the
charrette. There was also a
tour of the site during the
charrette.

Day 1 – Presentation
Day 2 – Design session,
Presentation on town
building, community
planning. Small groups
illustrate vision for the
future. Each group is
facilitated.
Day 3 – Design studio
Day 4 – Design studio
Day 5 – Design studio
Day 6 – Design studio
Day 7 – Design studio with
public presentation.

The 3
charrettes
resulted in
producing
Principles,
ideas and
visioning
briefs

Summary of
initial
regulatory
ideas to
control
character &
quality of
development.
Vision of
downtown.
Masterplan

Feedback was
Positive from
all 3 charrette
events.

Positive.
Invaluable
resource for
creating a
unified plan.

20-26 Mar 2005

7

Develop a masterplan

The Laurent company,
Nederveld Associates

Nederveld
Associates

Private
investors

129
Engineers,
Planners,
Architects,
Town planning

For ease of information comparison, selected Charrette events and similar processes are represented in tabular forms.

Laurent
(USA)

Day 1 – Site tour and possible
site plans
Day 2 – Rough sketches for
site plan. Meeting with
county commissioners
and public.
Day 3 – Refinement of plan.
Day 4 – Refinement of plan.
Day 5 – Refinement, sketches.
Day 6 – Refinement, Plan
unveiled.

Final
masterplan

Impressive and
professional

1

5

3

25 Oct 2003

8 - 12 Dec 2003

28 - 30 July 2004

Case Study P
Cambridge
Southern
Fringe
Stakeholder
Consultation
Day
(UK)

Case Study R
Aldershot
Enquiry By
Design
(UK)

Case study T
Maddington
Town Centre
Enquiry-By-

Period of
days
4

2

1 – 4 July 2003
&

Dates held

18 – 19 June
2004

Consultation
event
Case Studies
N&O
Warren
Enquiry By
Design
(UK)

Develop a concept plan
for future planning and
provide a framework for
public & private

Masterplan for the
future expansion of
Aldershot.

Thw Western Austrail
Planning Commission/
Department for Planning &
Infrastructure,

English Partnerships,
National Regeneration
Agency.

Malcolm
Mackay –
Mackay
urban design.

The Princes
Foundation

Nick Wates &
Angela
McMahon

City of
Gosnells,
Western
Australian

English
Partnership

By the
organisers

Same as
above

Same as
above

Same as above

Produce Strategic
Framework

Addenbrooke’s NHS Trust,
Bell Educational Trust,
Cambridge City Council,
Cambridgeshire County
Council,
Countryside Properties,
Monsanto,
South Cambridgeshire
District Council

SEEDA/Prince
s foundation.
(Creating
quality places
initiative)

Llewelyn
Davies in
association
with Michael
Beaman

Havant Borough Council,
Portsmouth City Council,
Hampshire County
Council,
Princes Foundation,
SEEDA (South East
England Development
Agency)

Define the direction of a
strategic framework for
Leigh Park.

Day for the main
interested parties to be
briefed on the state of
play & the proposed
development in the area
& had the opportunity to
exchange views & make
an input at an early
stage.

Funding

Facilitators

Organisers

Purpose of Event

Table 3 – Analysis of Consultation Events in the UK & Worldwide

150 Participants
Rushmoor Borough
Council,
Hampshire Borough
Council,
Aldershot Civic Society,
Chamber of Commerce,
Basingstoke Canal
Authority,
Local housing
associations & local
interest groups.
(Local interest groups
represented the interests
of the community)
68 participants
Police,
Youth centre,
Urban designer,

85 participants.
(See * below)

Same as above

Participant numbers &
Types
97 participants.
Police,
Councils,
Proctor & Gamble,
Marden group,
Residents,
Design team.

Day 1 – Introduction, site tour &
briefing.
Day 2 – Technical group design
session.

A core group met each day with
stakeholders attending on
Monday evening, all day
Tuesday and Friday evening.

Development &
implementation
of plan.

Draft
Masterplan

Extremely
useful. We all
seem to be
travelling in the

Mostly positive:
- Very
informative,
well organised
& interesting,
inclusive
involvement.
Some negative
: -Needed
more time, not
enough input
from local
resisdents.
Positive. Only
criticism is that
no report was
produced.

Same as
above
Detailed work
and guidelines

Day 1 – Residential input
Day 2 – Concentrated on
design team but was
open door to the public.

Results of
discussion to
help draw up a
Draft Area
Development
Framework for
the Southern
Fringe area of
the City.

Good.
Residents were
able to judge
the proposals
from a
community
perspective
rather than a
self centred
one.
More specific
EBD needed
for Warren
Park.

Day 1 – Introductions, general
place making principles
to create quality places,
seminar & open
discussions., discussion
of area groups.
Day 2 – Summary of day 1,
Open discussion, area
group discussion.
Day 3 – Proffesional team
starts designing,
Day 4 – Continuation of
designing and
presentation of ideas.

OTHER INFORMATION
Pre-charrette activity included
the production of a briefing
report.
Day 1 – Introduction,
Presentations,
discussion of key issues,
site visit, working groups,
report back, next steps.

Feedback

Results

Structure

3

2

30 Oct – 1 Nov
2004

10 – 11 July
2006

Case Study U
Port Hedland
Enquiry By
Design
(Australia)

Case study W
Polegate
(UK)

Design
(Australia)

Positively influencing
the future development
of Polegate by informing
the development
process using expert
and local knowledge to
record common aims
and agreements.

Develop plans for the
future growth of the
town. Balance economic
growth and an
expanding population
with improved liveability.

investment.

Urban Design + Mediation

Town of Port Hedland,
Pilbara Development
Commission,
State government.

City of Gosnells,
Public Transport Authority,
Landcorp.

Urban Design
+ Mediation

Department
for Planning
and
Infrastructure

Pelham
Homes

Contribution
from the
stakeholders

Department
for Planning
and
Infrastructure,
Western
Australian
Public
Transport
Authority,
Landcorp.

31 participants
Principal Strategic
Planner Strategic Policy
& Information Group
East,
Sussex County Council,
Chairman of
Development Control
(WDC),
Councillors,
Town Mayor,
Archaeologist,
RPS (Noise),
Hydrologist,
Crime Prevention Officer
Sussex Police,
Polegate Residents
Association,
Landscape Architects,
Highways and Drainage,
Pelham Homes Ltd,
PPS,
Polegate Partnership,
St John’s Church,
The Environment
Agency,
Jennifer Owen &
Associates Ltd,
Wealden DC, Head of
Planning and
Environmental Policy,
Willingdon Community

180 participants.
Planners,
Architects,
Urban designers,
Engineers,
Traffic experts,
Economists,
Environmentalists,
community

Councillors,
Mayor,
Public transport
authority,
Church,
Junior football club

Clear aims and
priorities
identified.

Each team
produced a set
of urban design
principles that
would be
applied to the
proposed
development.
Each team also
produced a
composite plan
identifying key
issues and
characteristics
of the site.

Day 1 – Community group
determined key issues
U& priorities. Plans
produced on issues &
priorities.
Day 2 – Plans examined &
feedback given. 2nd draft
of plans produced.
Day 3 – Revised plans
presented to community.
Day 1 - Introduction & structure
of the workshops,
design issues, case
study visit by coach &
analysis of an existing
settlement, Case study
analysis production,
presentation &
summing up.
Day 2 – Introduction and
Structure, Promoting
distinctiveness:
Identifying the site
Context, site visit by
Coach, SWOB analysis,
Establishing levels of
separation and
integration, Establishing
Movement Patterns and
Links & Identifying
Levels of Activity, Team
presentations &
summing up.

OTHER INFORMATION
Pre-charrette activity included
the production of a briefing
report. There was a walking
tour of the site during the
charrette.

Day 3 – Technical group design
sessions. Final design
review.

98 % of
participants
who responded
thought the
workshop was
great or okay.
96% said they
whould come
to another
workshop like
it.
None stated.
However there
was a review
meeting
between the
facilitators and
the master
planners to
analyse the
findings from
the workshop
after the event.

same direction.

*Addenbrooke’s NHS Trust, Angela McMahon Associates, Anstey Hall, Auketts Ltd, Bentley & Newton Road Residents Association, Bidwells, Brooklands Avenue Residents Association, Cam Valley Forum, Cambridge City Council,
Cambridge Cycling Campaign, Cambridge Futures, Cambridge Green Belt Project/ Wildlife Trust, Cambridge Preservation Society, Cambridge Urban Design Forum, Cambridgeshire Constabulary, Cambridgeshire County Council,
Cambridgeshire County Stapleford Parish Council, Carter Jonas, Cambridgeshire Licensed Taxi Owners, Chris Blandford Associates, Conservation Consultants, Countryside Properties, Council for the Protection of Rural England,
Cyclists Touring Club, David Jarvis Associates, Disability Consultative Panel, Faber Maunsell, Granta Housing Association, GrantchesterParish Council, Great Shelford Village Design Group, Green Party, Greenlands Residents
Association, Haslinfield Parish Council, Hobsons Conduit Trust, Liberty Property Trust, Llewellyn Davis, Long Road Sixth Form College, Marshall Aerospace, Medical Research Council, Monsanto UK Ltd, Nick Waites Associates,
Nufflield Hospital, Papworth NHS Trust, PRP Architects, Ramblers Association (Cambridge), Resident, St Mary’s School, South Cambridgeshire District council, Student, Sustrans, Transport 2000, Trumpington Elderly Action Group,
Trumpington Environmental Action Group, University of Cambridge

For ease of information comparison selected events and similar processes are represented in tabular forms.

School,
RPS (Air Quality),
Federation of Small
Businesses

CASE STUDY – A
SOUTHEAST FALSE CREEK DESIGN CHARRETTE (CANADA)
DATES HELD:
October 1998
VENUE:
Unknown
DURATION:
3 Days
AIM:
Provide design options for evolving a sustainable community in SEFC
ORGANISERS: City of Vancouver Central Area Planning Department & its consultants.
FACILITATOR: Unknown
FUNDING:
Unknown. Possibly City of Vancouver Central Planning Department.
PARTICIPANT No.
28 professionals
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Architects,
Landscape Architects,
Engineers,
Developers,
Planner-regulators
Students
STRUCTURE:
Professionals split into different teams, each team then brain-stormed, sought
team consensus, explored policies, generated and tested ideas and plans.
Presented their ideas on the final day
RESULTS:
Various design options provided
FEEDBACK:
None stated
OTHER:
Pre-charrette all participants were provided with
1. A design brief describing Charrette goals, objectives and key issues
2. Orientation package detailing the agenda for the Charrette, team
information, roles and responsibilities and background papers.
3. Opportunities for site visits prior to Charrette.

Source of information
•
•

http://www.caledoninst.org/Publications/PDF/553820029.pdf
http://www.4sustainability.com/misc/WSEFC1.htm, Design Charrette Synopsis, ORCAD
consulting group Inc, 1998

CASE STUDY – B
KATOOMBA CHARRETTE (AUSTRALIA)
22nd – 26th October 1998
TAFE facilities
5
Produce a Town Centre Revitalisation Strategy
Blue Mountain City Council,
State government representatives,
Ecologically Sustainable Design staff
FACILITATOR: Ecologically Sustainable Design Pty ltd
FUNDING:
State and local government
PARTICIPANT No.
130
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Urban designers,
Traffic engineers,
Planners,
Residents,
Business,
Landowners,
Government agencies,
Interest groups,
Experts In:Ecology,
Public transport,
Community & economic development,
Engineering
STRUCTURE:
Day 1 - Public meeting
Day 2 – Key sessions with government agencies.
Day 3 – Charrette outcomes produced.
Day 4 – Same as day 3
Day 5 – Same as day 3
RESULTS:
Production of design briefs
FEEDBACK:
Statement in document saying that the stakeholders were mostly favourable
towards the Charrette. (Katoomba Charrette outcomes report & town strategy,
Ecologically sustainable design pty. Ltd, April 1999)
OTHER:
Pre-charrette activity consisted of logistical preparation, research consultation
with the community, collection of base line, environmental, social & economic
information about Katoomba.

DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:
ORGANISERS:

Source of information
•
•

http://www.bmcc.nsw.gov.au/index.cfm?s=936AFD6A-AE40-9F6CBA82008CF9C23D79
http://www.google.co.uk/search?hl=en&q=katoomba+charrette&meta= , Katoomba
Charrette outcomes report & town strategy, Ecologically sustainable design pty. Ltd,
April 1999

CASE STUDY – C
CORAL GABLES CHARRETTE REPORT (USA)
10th – 14th January 2002
Coral Gables Youth Centre
5 Days
Define a community vision that enhances the vitality of downtown and
preserves the liveability of adjoining neighbourhoods
ORGANISERS: City of Coral Gables, University of Miami
FACILITATOR: The knight fellows
FUNDING:
Unknown. Possibly the knight’s fellowship.
PARTICIPANT No.
Approximately 1500 participants and 50 designers.
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
University faculty,
Public administrators,
Developers,
Business owners,
Student architects and designers,
Residents,
Consultants,
Community volunteers
STRUCTURE:
Day 1 – Review of existing conditions, tour of focus areas, public sessions.
Day 2 – Input from participants, meetings with government agencies
and residents.
Day 3 – Topical sessions, children’s Charrette, designing.
Day 4 – Public review, more designing.
Day 5 – Refining masterplan & final presentation
RESULTS:
Masterplan
FEEDBACK:
Unknown
OTHER:
Pre-charrette activity included a trio of pre-charrette meetings, questionnaires
and surveys.

DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:

Sources of information
•
•
•
•

http://www.gablescharrette2002.com/GablesCharretteFinalReportApril2002.pdf, The
Coral Gables Charrette Report, The city of coral gables and the university of Miami
school of architecture, 2002
http://www.gablescharrette2002.com/CoralGablesFinalNewsletter.pdf
http://www.arc.miami.edu/knight/Events/Charrettes.html
Email correspondence with Andrea Gollin, Publications manager of the Knight Program
in Community Building, School of Architecture, University of Miami, dated 28th August
2006.

CASE STUDY – D
GREENPRINTS CHARRETTE: SOUTHFACE ENERGY INSTITUTE NEW
BULDING (USA)
21st – 22nd February 2002
Unknown
1
Identify realistic and & cost – effective sustainable measures that the new
Southface facility could implement.
ORGANISERS: Southface Energy Institute,
National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
US Department of Energy
FACILITATOR: Design Harmony
FUNDING:
The organisers
PARTICIPANT No.
55
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Southface employees,
Architects,
Engineers,
Government employees,
Green building consultants,
University staff members,
Builders,
Public and private company representatives.
STRUCTURE:
Day 1 – Participants briefed and left to get acquainted. Review of existing
building. Coverage of energy goals & targets. Review of LEED
(Leadership in energy and environmental design rating system)
Designing & creating solutions. Presentation of design & solutions &
closing comments.
RESULTS:
Begin designing & creating solutions to the project, based on the LEED
strategies.
FEEDBACK:
‘Many felt the charrette identified opportunities that were attainable.‘ High
Performance Building Charrette: Final report, Design Harmony Inc in
cooperation with NREL and Building Green
OTHER:
DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:

Source of information
•

http://www.eere.energy.gov/buildings/highperformance/pdfs/charrette_handbook/33425
i-c.pdf , High Performance Building Charrette: Final report, Design Harmony Inc in
cooperation with NREL and Building Green

CASE STUDY – E
COATESVILLE CHARRETTE, (USA)
22nd – 27th October 2003
Coatesville, Pennsylvania
6 Days
Plan for the areas future growth and development
University of Miami & School of Architecture,
The Knight Program in Community Building
FACILITATOR: Unknown
FUNDING:
City of Coatesville,
Knight Program in Community Building
PARTICIPANT No.
Approximately. 530
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
University of Miami Faculty,
University of Miami Staff,
Knight Program Fellows,
Students,
Local citizens,
Volunteers,
Consultants
STRUCTURE:
Day 1 – Opening presentation, roundtable discussion
Day 2 – Community meetings
Day 3 – Community meetings
Day 4 – Community meetings
Day 5 – Unknown
Day 6 – Unknown
RESULTS:
Developed masterplan concepts, strategic imperatives, The Coatesville Charrette
report and urban design plan.
FEEDBACK:
Unknown
OTHER:
2 pre-charrette visits and meetings.
DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:
ORGANISERS:

Sources of information
•

http://www.arc.miami.edu/knight/Events/Charrettes.html, Coatesville charrette report &
urban design plan

CASE STUDY – F
FAYETTEVILLE CHARRETTE (USA)
DATES HELD:
9th – 15th January 2004
VENUE:
Fayetteville Town Centre
DURATION:
7
AIM:
Creation of a downtown masterplan.
ORGANISERS: City of Fayetteville
FACILITATOR: Dover Kohl & Partners
FUNDING:
Unknown. Possibly City of Fayetteville
PARTICIPANT No.
150 participants
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Urban economists,
Urban advisors,
Transportation experts,
Hall planning and engineering,
Marketing and branding experts,
Benson Miles TND,
Computer Viz Company (Urban advantage),
Property owners,
Business people,
Developers,
City staff,
Students,
Community leaders
STRUCTURE:
Day 1 – Presentation
Day 2 – Design session, presentation on town building, community
planning. Small groups illustrate vision for the future. Each
group is facilitated
Day 3 – Design studio
Day 4 – Design studio
Day 5 – Design studio
Day 6 – Design studio
Day 7 – Design studio with public presentation
RESULTS:
Summary of initial regulatory ideas to control character & quality of
development, vision of downtown, Masterplan
FEEDBACK:
‘Positive. Invaluable resource for creating a unified plan.’ How this plan was
created, April 30th 2004
OTHER:
There was a pre-charrette meeting and gathering of base line information
before the Charrette. There was also a tour of the site during the Charrette.
Charrette was advertised by placing ads in the local paper, positioning public
notices, placing flyers in businesses downtown, and mailings.
The Charrette events were televised on the local cable access television channel.

Source of information
•
•
•
•

http://www.raleighnc.org/portal/server.pt/gateway/PTARGS_0_2_306_203_0_43/http;/pt03/DIG_Web_Cont
ent/project/public/livable_streets/cultural_convention_charrette.htm
http://cityplan2025.accessfayetteville.org/faqs/
http://www.doverkohl.com/project_graphic_pages_pfds/Fayetteville%20Project%20Page
.pdf
http://www.accessfayetteville.org/pdfs/download.php/04_Chapter%201%20061204.pd
f?asset_id=2395&revision=, How this plan was created, April 30th 2004

CASE STUDY – G
THURROCK CHARRETTE – RIVERFRONT ACCESS (UK)
24th May 2004
Barrel Store, Purfleet
1 Day
Devise a visionary strategic framework for Purfleet focussing on public access to
the riverfront.
ORGANISERS: General Public Agency
FACILITATOR: Netherlands based architect/urbanist
FUNDING:
A partnership of:
Thurrock Council,
Arts Council England,
CABE (The Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment),
The Countryside Agency,
EEDA (East of England Development Agency),
Essex County Council,
Government Office for the East of England,
Heritage Lottery Fund,
Living/east (The Cultural Consortium for the East of England),
Price Waterhouse Cooper,
Sport England East,
Thames Gateway South Essex
PARTICIPANT No.
5
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Architects,
Visual Artist,
Artist & interdisciplinary academic
STRUCTURE:
The Charrette was a closed process where the participants could call upon local
& technical advisors comprising of Thurrock arts/generate Green Spaces Strategy
Officer, South Essex, Thurrock regeneration, Thurrock museum, Purfleet
heritage centre, Thames Chase Community Forest &
Thurrock council.
RESULTS:
Production of principles, ideas and visioning briefs.
FEEDBACK:
“Positive” from telephone conversation with Claire Cumblidge on 19th July 2006
OTHER:
Note: It was a one day event a closed process where the participants were
chosen for their abilities and knowledge. They were not necessarily British but
experts. Limited participation from residents, locals, and the public. A lot of
research and mapping was done before the Charrette. Other research
conducted included collection of international case studies, creative mapping
commissions from artists and essays from environmentalists.

DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:

Source of information
•
•
•
•

http://www.visionarythurrock.org.uk/docs/riverfront/what.html
http://www.visionarythurrock.org.uk/docs/home/leaflet.pdf, Thurrock: A Visionary Brief
in the Thames Gateway, General Public Agency
http://www.generalpublicagency.com/port_kingsxcentral_01.html
Telephone conversation with Claire Cumberlidge from The General Public Agency on
19th July 2006

CASE STUDY – H
THURROCK CHARRETTE – GREEN SPACES (UK)
25th May 2004
Barnard’s Farm, West Horndon
1 Day
Visionary social and environmental proposals for activities in the greenbelt.
General Public Agency
Director of the Glass-House (architect)
A partnership of:
Thurrock Council,
Arts Council England,
CABE (The Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment),
The Countryside Agency,
EEDA (East of England Development Agency),
Essex County Council,
Government Office for the East of England,
Heritage Lottery Fund,
Living/east (The Cultural Consortium for the East of England),
Price Waterhouse Cooper,
Sport England East,
Thames Gateway South Essex
PARTICIPANT No.
6
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Architects,
Biologist and landscape architect,
Architect,
Artists
STRUCTURE:
The Charrette was a closed process where the participants could call upon local
& technical advisors comprising of Thurrock arts/generate Green Spaces Strategy
Officer, South Essex, Thurrock regeneration, Thurrock museum, Purfleet
heritage centre, Thames Chase Community Forest &
Thurrock council.
RESULTS:
Production of principles, ideas and visioning briefs.
FEEDBACK:
“Positive” from telephone conversation with Claire Cumblidge on 19th July 2006
OTHER:
Note: It was a one day event a closed process where the participants were
chosen for their abilities and knowledge. They were not necessarily British but
experts. Limited participation from residents, locals, and the public. A lot of
research and mapping was done before the Charrette. Other research
conducted included collection of international case studies, creative mapping
commissions from artists and essays from environmentalists.

DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:
ORGANISERS:
FACILITATOR:
FUNDING:

Source of information
•
•
•

http://www.visionarythurrock.org.uk/docs/riverfront/what.html
http://www.visionarythurrock.org.uk/docs/home/leaflet.pdf, Thurrock: A Visionary Brief
in the Thames Gateway, General Public Agency
http://www.generalpublicagency.com/port_kingsxcentral_01.html
Telephone conversation with Claire Cumberlidge from The General Public Agency on
19th July 2006

CASE STUDY – I
THURROCK CHARRETTE – CULTURAL FACILITIES (UK)
26th May 2004
Tilbury Cruise Terminal
1 Day
Consider new and appropriate forms of cultural facilities in the twenty-first
century.
ORGANISERS: General Public Agency
FACILITATOR: Founder director of Performing Arts Laboratory Ltd
FUNDING:
A partnership of:
Thurrock Council,
Arts Council England,
CABE (The Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment),
The Countryside Agency,
EEDA (East of England Development Agency),
Essex County Council,
Government Office for the East of England,
Heritage Lottery Fund,
Living/east (The Cultural Consortium for the East of England),
Price Waterhouse Cooper,
Sport England East,
Thames Gateway South Essex
PARTICIPANT No.
7
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Architects,
Artists,
Spectacularist,
Director
STRUCTURE:
The Charrette was a closed process where the participants could call upon local
& technical advisors comprising of Thurrock arts/generate Green Spaces Strategy
Officer, South Essex, Thurrock regeneration, Thurrock museum, Purfleet
heritage centre, Thames Chase Community Forest &
Thurrock council.
RESULTS:
Production of principles, ideas and visioning briefs.
FEEDBACK:
“Positive” from telephone conversation with Claire Cumblidge on 19th July 2006
OTHER:
Note: It was a one day event a closed process where the participants were
chosen for their abilities and knowledge. They were not necessarily British but
experts. Limited participation from residents, locals, and the public. A lot of
research and mapping was done before the Charrette. Other research
conducted included collection of international case studies, creative mapping
commissions from artists and essays from environmentalists.

DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:

Source of information
•
•
•
•

http://www.visionarythurrock.org.uk/docs/riverfront/what.html
http://www.visionarythurrock.org.uk/docs/home/leaflet.pdf, Thurrock: A Visionary Brief
in the Thames Gateway, General Public Agency
http://www.generalpublicagency.com/port_kingsxcentral_01.html
Telephone conversation with Claire Cumberlidge from The General Public Agency on
19th July 2006

CASE STUDY - J
LAURENT CHARRETTE (USA)
20th – 26th March 2005
Camp Lakodia, Madison, South Dakota
7 days
Develop a masterplan
The Laurent Company,
Nederveld Associates
FACILITATOR: Nederveld Associates
FUNDING:
Private investors
PARTICIPANT No.
129 (16 Charrette designers, 13 stakeholders, 100 participants came &
went during the week.
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Engineers,
Planners,
Architects,
Town planning,
Deaf/signing community
Charrette centre
Special needs Architects
STRUCTURE:
Day 1 – Site tour and possible site plans
Day 2 – Rough sketches foe site plan. Meeting with county commissioners &
Public
Day 3 – Refinement of plan
Day 4 – Refinement of plan
Day 5 – Refinement, sketches
Day 6 – Refinement, plan unveiled
RESULTS:
Final masterplan
FEEDBACK:
“Impressive and professional” Email correspondence with Marvin Miller, 2nd
February 2006.
OTHER: Several pre-charrette meetings & site visits.
Extracts from an email correspondence with Marvin Miller
Was there any feedback given about the Charrette?

DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:
ORGANISERS:

The charrette was very much new to most of the stakeholders. They were
awesome with the process. Very impressive and a professional one, they said.
What has happened since?

We continue to work toward building the project. Our funding is complex and
the package has been completed and we are now waiting for disbursements to
begin. We are happy with our plans that came out of the charrette. In a couple
of months we will hold a 3 day mini charrette to completely plan, phase I of
Laurent. We expect to have a ground breaking ceremony this spring. Architects,
Planners, Engineers, and our staff, have all kept busy developing the plans and
gathering information. There is a group that openly opposes us. When we
asked the leaders why they did not say more during the early planning and the
charrette, they replied, “we didin’t really think you would build it”. So disbelief
plays into the whole picture. Also the leaders of this group are known in the
community, not as contributing leaders, but as individuals who are always
dissatisfied with the way things are going. We have hired and will work with a
public relations firm to deal with them. They are organised and have collected
money to fight against us. They can cause our plan to be put to a county wide
public vote.

What was most effective about the Charrette?

The charrette was held at the Camp Lakodia. It was pretty much an isolated
resort where all of us stayed together, an opportunity for everyone to interact
on daily basis.

I think the diversity of people that were involved made this such a wonderful
experience. For the local citizens to meet and interact with the Deaf and Signing
community and for future residents and business owners to come to this area
and see it and meet people, all added to the overall success and enjoyment for
everyone.
What design/ideas surprised you the most?

The whole design! We were commited to having the charrette process be
followed and let the plan come out of the charrette. To be sure, we had many
pictures, we had many key pieces that had to be included and we had
parameters that had to be followed and included, but when asked what Laurent
would look like, we steadfastly replied, “we wont know for sure until the
charrette plans it. We can only say that it will have a European flavor and be
very dense.” So it was AMAZING to see what was done in one week! And
wonderful. We believe this is a great way to accomplish a project that is
important and touches so many people.
Very professional design team could come up with a quick town designs. The
team began to work the minute they arrived at the Camp Lakodia, wasted no
time. They came up with 12 different designs in one/two days. They were able
to put the vision of the town together at end of the charrette.

What would you have done differently?

It would have been nice to know that we had people who opposed the idea of
Laurent beforehand, not during the charrette. We would involve them in the
process as much as we could, allowing them to observe and voice their
opinions. And the other thing, it would be much better that the famous articles
be printed in Minneapolis Star Tribune and New Year Times happened before
the charrette. It may have drawn more attention and involvement. Marvin and
M.E. would be able to focus on the charrette itself, rather than being torn
between the media and charrette team. It was very exhausting for them.
In hindsight, we learned that most people still did not understand what the
charrette process is. Much more time and effort should have gone into
educating the local citizens to understand the importance of their participation.
We thought we had accomplished this educational step but found we were very
lacking. It is a new concept and people are very slow to grasp that a developer
really welcomes and respects their input.

Source of information
•
•
•
•
•
•

Email correspondence with Marvin Miller, COO of the Laurent Company, dated 2nd
February 2006.
http://www.laurentsd.com/
http://www.laurentsd.com/ A place of our own: Laurent, South Dakota 2003
http://www.nederveld.com/
http://www.charrettecenter.com/towndesign/go.asp?a=spf&pfk=12&gk=23
http://www.laurentsd.com/master-plan/

CASE STUDY - K
KALGOORLIE-BOULDER ENQUIRY BY DESIGN WORKSHOP (AUSTRALIA)
DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
ORGANISERS:
FACILITATOR:
FUNDING:

22nd – 24th September 1999
Town Hall at Kalgoorlie
2.5 days
AIM:
Develop a concept detailed plan, which will be basis for an outline
development plan.
Western Australia Ministry for Planning,
City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder,
Department of Land Administration.
Ministry for Planning

“From stakeholders either in cash or kind with expertise and participation
during the process” Director General of the Department for Planning and

Infrastructure
PARTICIPANT No.
50
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Local organisations,
Government departments,
Aboriginal community,
City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder,
Department of Land Administration,
Ministry for planning
STRUCTURE:
Participants with different skills and local knowledge worked in teams to
investigate and understand the issues at stake.
RESULTS:
Detailed Concept Plan for the North West sector.
FEEDBACK:
Unknown
OTHER:
“The developer has prepared an outline development plan for Kalgoorlie-

Boulder adopted by the council and the WAPC for a portion of the area.
Subdivision of approximately 50 lots has occurred and this area has been
developed for housing.” Director General of the Department for Planning and

Infrastructure
Examples and precedents were used in the Enquiry by Design workshop.
Mentioned mineral extraction. How land exploration and mine development
may affect the clearance for land development.

Source of information
•
•
•
•

Email correspondence with the Director General of the Department for Planning and
Infrastructure dated 29th December 2005
http://www.wapc.wa.gov.au/Publications/30.aspx Kalgoorlie-Boulder Enquiry by Design
Workshop, working paper 2 March 2000
http://www.wapc.wa.gov.au/Initiatives/Place+planning+existing+areas/351.aspx
http://www.planning.wa.gov.au/udmp/LNworkshops.html

CASE STUDY - L
AYLESHAM EXPANSION PROGRAMME ENQUIRY BY DESIGN (UK)
25th – 28th March 2003
Aylesham & District Community Workshop Trust
4 day
Participants to form a vision that can be turned into reality.
South East England Development Agency (SEEDA),
The Prince’s Foundation,
English Partnerships,
Dover District Council,
Aylesham Parish Council,
Aylesham Community Development Partnership,
Kent County Council (KCC)
FACILITATOR: EDAW in close collaboration with the organisers and consultants from
Donaldsons & Alan Baxter Associates.
FUNDING:
Unknown
STRUCTURE:
Day 1- Scene setting Informing the participants of the issues so they all
roughly have the same level of knowledge. Explaining the principles
of place making.
Walking tour Participants were split into smaller groups. Each group
then followed a prescribed tour of the village with a facilitator. Each
participant was given a prompt sheet of things to look out for & were
also encouraged to discuss how the principles of place making applied
to the village.
Group Discussion Resulting from the tour, discussions focused on key
issues and priority areas.
Open evening
Day 2- Visioning & brainstorming discussion and focus on the key issues and
priority areas identified in day 1.
Constraints & opportunities briefings. Participants briefed on
technical information so they were all on the same level.
Group workshops Participants broken up into smaller groups to
discuss topics in more detail.
Emerging Masterplan Concept Vision statement & preliminary
concept plan produced.
Day 3- Overview smaller technical groups explored site specific ideas and
worked up the initial masterplan.
Day 4- smaller technical groups explored site specific ideas and
worked up the initial masterplan to an emerging masterplan.
RESULTS:
Production of the emerging masterplan.
FEEDBACK:
None recorded
OTHER:
Briefing papers were distributed prior to the EbD
Next steps Refine and test the outcomes of the 1st EbD and present the
resulting outcomes at a second EbD event. Stakeholder workshops, financial
and delivery assessment, refining the masterplan, preferred strategic framework,
2nd Enquiry by Design,
PARTICIPANT No.
107
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Aylesham Health Centre, CARE, SEEDA, Dover District Council,
Womenswold Parish Council, Canterbury City Council, Kent County Council, Kent County
Council Youth and Communities, Alan Baxter and Associates, Church Commissioners, Kent
Police, Aylesham Parish Council, KCC Environmental Management, Aylesham and District
Workshop Trust, Aylesham Welfare Scheme, EDAW, Hillreed Homes Ltd, Snowdown
Regeneration Forum, Aylesham Youth and Leisure Centre, Aylesham Community Development
partnership, The Countryside Agency, English Partnerships, The Prince’s Foundation, East Kent
Coastal PCT, Kent Design Partnership, Aylesham Primary School,

DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:
ORGANISERS:

Environment Agency, Southern Housing Group, Berkeley Homes (Eastern) Ltd, White Cliffs
Housing Association, Aylesham & District Community News, The Rural Housing Trust, LE Group –
Seeboard Power Networks, Aylesham Doorstep Green, Aylesham Neighbourhood
Project, Snowdown Rugby FC, Spokes East Kent Cycle Campaign, FDWC, Sunley Holdings Plc,
Donaldsons.

Source of information
•
•
•
•

http://www.dover.gov.uk/aylesham/june2003.asp, Aylesham Expansion Programme
Enquiry by Design. Summary report June 2003
http://www.dover.gov.uk/aylesham/march2003.asp, Aylesham Expansion Programme
Enquiry by Design. Summary report March 2003
http://www.dover.gov.uk/aylesham/brief1.asp, Aylesham Expansion Programme Enquiry
by Design, Briefing Papers
http://www.seeda.co.uk/Work_in_the_Region/Development_&_Infrastructure/Urban_Ren
aissance/Creating_Quality_Places/

CASE STUDY – M
AYLESHAM EXPANSION PROGRAMME ENQUIRY BY DESIGN
30th June 2003
Aylesham & District Community Workshop Trust
1 day
Review refinements to the original masterplan (from the EbD held on the 25th –
28th March 2003) & to introduce the concepts of design codes.
ORGANISERS: South East England Development Agency (SEEDA),
The Prince’s Foundation,
English Partnerships,
Dover District Council,
Aylesham Parish Council,
Aylesham Community Development Partnership,
Kent County Council (KCC)
FACILITATOR: EDAW in close collaboration with the organisers and consultants from
Donaldsons & Alan Baxter Associates.
FUNDING:
Unknown
PARTICIPANT No.
80 – 100 people
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Assume the same as 1st EbD (Case study L)
STRUCTURE:
Morning – Summary of masterplan
Lunch – Workshops & report backs
Afternoon – Delivering the plan & design codes.
Evening – Public Exhibition
RESULTS:
Clear objectives and next steps (see below)
FEEDBACK:
None recorded
OTHER:
Next steps Prepare an implementation strategy, prepare a comprehensive set
of design codes and design guidance.
DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:

Source of information
•
•
•
•

http://www.dover.gov.uk/aylesham/june2003.asp, Aylesham Expansion Programme
Enquiry by Design. Summary report June 2003
http://www.dover.gov.uk/aylesham/march2003.asp, Aylesham Expansion Programme
Enquiry by Design. Summary report March 2003
http://www.dover.gov.uk/aylesham/brief1.asp, Aylesham Expansion Programme Enquiry
by Design, Briefing Papers
http://www.seeda.co.uk/Work_in_the_Region/Development_&_Infrastructure/Urban_Ren
aissance/Creating_Quality_Places/

CASE STUDY - N
LEIGH PARK CREATING QUALITY PLACES PROJECT - ENQUIRY BY DESIGN
EVENT (UK)
1st - 4th July 2003
St Francis Church Hall, Leigh Park, Havant
4 days
Define the direction of an emerging strategy
South East England Development Agency (SEEDA),
The Prince’s Foundation,
Havant Borough Council,
Portsmouth City Council,
Hampshire County Council,
The Leigh Park Community
FACILITATOR: Llewelyn Davies
FUNDING:
South East England Development Agency (SEEDA), (Creating quality places
initiative)
Havant Borough Council,
Portsmouth City Council,
Hampshire County Council
PARTICIPANT No.
97
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Police,
Havant Borough Council,
Portsmouth City Council,
Hampshire County Council,
Proctor & Gamble,
Marden Group,
Residents
Design Team
STRUCTURE:
Day 1 – Introductions, general place making principles to create quality
places, seminar & open discussions, discussion of area groups.
Day 2 – Summary of day 1, open discussion, area group discussion.
Day 3 – Professional team starts designing,
Day 4 – Continuation of designing and presentation of ideas.
RESULTS:
A more specific EbD needed for the Warren Park Area.
FEEDBACK:
Unknown
OTHER: A briefing document was produced prior to the event
Next steps Portsmouth City Council, Hampshire County Council, Havant
Borough Council, SEEDA and the professional team assessing financial viability
issues and formulating proposals for delivery of the strategic framework plan.
Agreeing, through discussion, the various proposals with the community
representatives.
Aiming to implement a Special Delivery Mechanism before the end of the year.
DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:
ORGANISERS:

Source of information
•
•
•
•

http://www.havant.gov.uk/havant-3258
http://www.havant.gov.uk/havant-3258 Summary document for the Warren Park
Enquiry by Design event, August 2003, Llewelyn Davies in association with Michael
Beaman Ltd.
http://www.havant.gov.uk/havant-3258 Summary document for the Warren Park
Enquiry by Design event, August 2004, Llewelyn Davies in association with Michael
Beaman Ltd.
http://southeast.rtpi.org.uk/conference-papers/petiffer.pdf

•
•
•

http://www.seeda.co.uk/Work_in_the_Region/Development_&_Infrastructure/Urban_Ren
aissance/Creating_Quality_Places/
http://www.havantonline.org.uk/cqp/files/FINAL_EbD_Briefing_Document.pdf
http://www.havantonline.org.uk/cqp/files/FINAL_EbD_Briefing_Document.pdf Briefing
document for the Warren Enquiry by Design Event, June 2004, Llewelyn Davies in
association with Michael Beaman Ltd
Email correspondence with Martyn Pettifer, Havant Borough Council Lead Officer for
“Creating Quality Places” dated 18th October 2005

CASE STUDY – O
WARREN PARK ENQUIRY BY DESIGN EVENT
18th - 19th June 2004
St Clare’s Church Hall, Warren Park, Leigh Park, Havant
2 days
Produce Strategic Framework
South East England Development Agency (SEEDA),
The Prince’s Foundation,
Havant Borough Council,
Portsmouth City Council,
Hampshire County Council,
The Leigh Park Community
FACILITATOR: Llewelyn Davies
FUNDING:
South East England Development Agency (SEEDA), (Creating quality places
initiative)
Havant Borough Council,
Portsmouth City Council,
Hampshire County Council
PARTICIPANT No.
97
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Police,
Havant Borough Council,
Portsmouth City Council,
Hampshire County Council,
Proctor & Gamble,
Marden Group,
Residents
Design Team
STRUCTURE:
Day 1 – Residential input
Day 2 – Concentrated on design team but was open door to the public.
RESULTS:
Detailed Work & guidelines
OTHER: Liveability Fund mentioned
Extracts from an email correspondence with Martyn Pettifer from Havant
Borough Council dated 18th October 2005: Was there any feedback?
“There was a lot of feedback during and following the Event. Because the Event

DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:
ORGANISERS:

was collaborative, all the findings and design options can be said to be feedback
– certainly all the results were shaped by it, including the final summary report
which also reflected written comments from the various exhibitions.”

What has happened since?

“The consultants, Llewelyn-Davies, have produced a report setting out the
Warren Park Neighbourhood Plan (or the Final Concept Masterplan). Havant
Borough Council (HBC) has summarised this document into a 6 page briefing
for distribution shortly to 200+ residents on the CQP list (it will also go on the
HBC website). HBC has drafted a Site Development Brief for the agreed priority
area (at a place called Strouden Court) where it’s physically and – hopefullyfinancially possible for us (with the landowner) to make progress through
commercially-viable development.”
What was most effective about the event?

“Means of engaging the community, and making good our formal commitment
under our new local plan policy to carry out community consultation.”
What design/idea surprised you the most?
“I’ve been both surprised and delighted by residents recognising the need to

judge proposals from a community perspective, not from a self-centred,
individual point of view.

What would you have done differently?
“There are a number of process/admin. Arrangements we might do differently,

but our commitment to the general principle of community engagement
through EbD remains wholly intact.”

Source of information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.havant.gov.uk/havant-3258
http://www.havant.gov.uk/havant-3258 Summary document for the Warren Park
Enquiry by Design event, August 2003, Llewelyn Davies in association with Michael
Beaman Ltd.
http://www.havant.gov.uk/havant-3258 Summary document for the Warren Park
Enquiry by Design event, August 2004, Llewelyn Davies in association with Michael
Beaman Ltd.
http://southeast.rtpi.org.uk/conference-papers/petiffer.pdf
http://www.seeda.co.uk/Work_in_the_Region/Development_&_Infrastructure/Urban_Ren
aissance/Creating_Quality_Places/
http://www.havantonline.org.uk/cqp/files/FINAL_EbD_Briefing_Document.pdf
http://www.havantonline.org.uk/cqp/files/FINAL_EbD_Briefing_Document.pdf Briefing
document for the Warren Enquiry by Design Event, June 2004, Llewelyn Davies in
association with Michael Beaman Ltd
Email correspondence with Martyn Pettifer, Havant Borough Council Lead Officer for
“Creating Quality Places” dated 18th October 2005

CASE STUDY - P
CAMBRIDGE SOUTHERN FRINGE STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION DAY
(UK)
DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:
ORGANISERS:

FACILITATOR:
FUNDING:

STRUCTURE:

25th October 2003
Cambridge Professional Development Centre
1
Day for the main interested parties to be briefed on the state of play & the
proposed development in the area & have the opportunity to exchange views &
make an input at an early stage
Addenbrooke’s NHS Trust,
Bell Education Trust,
Cambridge City Council,
Cambridgeshire County Council,
Countryside Properties,
Monsanto,
South Cambridgeshire District Council
Nick Waites & Angela McMahon
Addenbrooke’s NHS Trust,
Bell Education Trust,
Cambridge City Council,
Cambridgeshire County Council,
Countryside Properties,
Monsanto,
South Cambridgeshire District Council
Day 1 – Introductions, presentations, discussion of key issues, site visit, working
groups, report back, next steps

RESULTS:
Results of discussion to help draw up a Draft Area
Development Framework for the Southern Fringe Area of the City.

FEEDBACK:

Some positive, some negative comments made in the Cambridge Southern
Fringe Stakeholder Consultation Day, Saturday 25 October 2003, Event Record.
OTHER: Cambridge Southern Fringe Framework Study has been produced.
PARTICIPANT No.
85
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Addenbrooke’s NHS Trust, Angela McMahon Associates, Anstey Hall,
Auketts Ltd, Bentley & Newton Road Residents Association, Bidwells,
Brooklands Avenue Residents Association, Cam Valley Forum,
Cambridge City Council,Cambridge Cycling Campaign, Cambridge
Futures, Cambridge Green Belt Project/ Wildlife Trust, Cambridge
Preservation Society, Cambridge Urban Design Forum, Cambridgeshire
Constabulary, Cambridgeshire County Council,
Cambridgeshire County Stapleford Parish Council, Carter Jonas,
Cambridgeshire Licensed Taxi Owners, Chris Blandford Associates,
Conservation Consultants, Countryside Properties, Council for the
Protection of Rural England,Cyclists Touring Club, David Jarvis
Associates, Disability Consultative Panel, Faber Maunsell, Granta
Housing Association, Grantchester Parish Council, Great Shelford
Village Design Group, Green Party, Greenlands Residents Association,
Haslinfield Parish Council, Hobsons Conduit Trust, Liberty Property
Trust, Llewellyn Davis, Long Road Sixth Form College, Marshall
Aerospace, Medical Research Council, Monsanto UK Ltd, Nick Waites
Associates, Nufflield Hospital, Papworth NHS Trust, PRP Architects,
Ramblers Association (Cambridge), Resident, St Mary’s School, South
Cambridgeshire District council, Student, Sustrans, Transport 2000,
Trumpington Elderly Action Group,
Trumpington Environmental Action Group, University of Cambridge

Source of information
•

Cambridge Southern Fringe Stakeholder Consultation Day, Saturday 25 October 2003,
Event Record (document)

CASE STUDY – Q
CHERRY KNOWLE HOSPITAL ENQUIRY BY DESIGN (UK)
25th – 28th November 2003
Cherry Knowle Hospital, Ryhope
4 days
To Produce a Strategic Development Framework Plan.
Planning & shaping how a mixed-use community can integrate successfully
within a health setting.
ORGANISERS: The Prince’s Foundation,
South of Tyne & Wearside Mental Health NHS Trust
FACILITATOR: Does not state. Possibly the Princes Foundation
FUNDING:
Does not state. Possibly organisers/stakeholders
PARTICIPANT No.
97
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Landowners
Local Authority
South of Tyne & Wearside Mental Health NHS Trust
NHS Estates
Local residents
Statutory agencies
Interest groups
STRUCTURE:
DAY 1- Statements from the main stakeholders. Explanation of the EBD
process, 10 minute presentation from the main stakeholders explaining
their background (Stakeholders: South of Tyne & Wearside Mental
Health NHS Trust, Sunderland City Council, NHS Estates, City Hospitals
Sunderland, Sunderland Teaching PCT & The Princes Foundation)
Presentation on Contemporary responses to traditional
urbanism. Examples were used to show how single use buildings can
successfully be integrated into a town.
Walking tour of Ryhope Village & tour of the site. Participants
were split into groups and each group was asked to visit a different
site. Whilst on site they were given points to consider.
Facilitated discussions focussing on site visit, the vision for Ryhope &
how to achieve the vision.
Overall conclusions from the day
Public open house session held at St Cuthbert’s Methodist Church
Hall. Maps were put up on exhibition boards and attendees were asked
to put up post-it notes with their views on relevant issues.
DAY 2- Technical briefing sessions So that all participants are brought up to
the same level of technical information
Intensive group work detailing initial design concepts.
Presentation of findings to Facilitator
Design work
DAY 3- Design work Space Syntax analysis models used to compare the
original master plan to the emerging strategic framework plan.
Sustaine’s guide to sustainable construction used to undertake a
sustainability appraisal.
Interim presentation to key stakeholders. Note progress so far.
DAY 4- Developing the design Review of interim presentation to key
stakeholders. Further developing of the design.
Final presentation Presented to the public and all participants.
RESULTS:
Production towards a strategic framework plan.
FEEDBACK:
General feeling from document is that the event was ‘very positive’
OTHER:
Next Steps Production of design codes. Sources of funding, key partners,
consultees, delivery structure, Immediate priorities.
Website has interviews you can listen to of participants online.
DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:

Emailed newhospital@stw.nhs.uk for further information. No reply.

Source of information
•
•
•

http://www.design.dh.gov.uk/content/floats/projects/cherry_knowle_ebd.asp date
viewed: 19.09.05 (document)
http://www.princeofwales.gov.uk/speeches/health_09012004.html date viewed:
19.09.05
http://www.cherryknowle.sunderland.nhs.uk/home/news date viewed: 19.09.05

CASE STUDY - R
ALDERSHOT ENQUIRY BY DESIGN (UK)
8th – 12th December 2003
Potters Hotel, Aldershot
5 days
Masterplan for the future
English Partnerships,
National Regeneration Agency
FACILITATOR: The Prince’s Foundation
FUNDING:
English Partnerships
PARTICIPANT No.
35 core group. 150 stakeholders & interested parties
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Rushmoor Borough Council,
Hampshire County Council,
Aldershot Civic Society,
Chamber of Commerce,
Basingstoke Canal Authority,
Local Housing Associations
STRUCTURE:
“Core group met each day and split into smaller groups concerned with specific

DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:
ORGANISERS:

aspects of the proposal, the stakeholder group met on Monday evening, all day
Tuesday, and Friday evening for the unveiling of the proposed draft masterplan
and the principles behind it.” Tim Richings 12th September 2005

RESULTS:
FEEDBACK:

Produced a masterplan

“The whole event was extremely well received by virtually all those
participating…there were no written report made of the EbD and I would
certainly recommend that some report be written up and signed off by all the
key players involved.” Tim Richings 12th September 2005

OTHER: Extracts from an email correspondence with Tim Richings dated 18th October
2005
What has happened since?

“The council has adopted an Interim Planning Guidance document setting out
the principles from the proposals that we are looking for.”
What was most effective about the event?

“Bringing together all parties for a sustained period without interruption, and
generating a momentum.”
What design/idea surprised you the most?

“Not sure any design or ideas surprised me but it was good to see so many
different professionals and organisations working so well together.”
What would you have done differently?

“Has the outcomes written up and signed up to by all the participants.”
Were design codes mentioned or produced?

“Yes. It was suggested that another EbD could be run to take forward design
codes in a similar way. This hasn’t happened but we are progressing with design
codes anyway.”

Source of information
•
•
•

http://archive.rushmoor.gov.uk/PressDec10.htm
http://archive.rushmoor.gov.uk/PressDec5.htm
Email correspondence with Tim Richings the Planning Policy & Conservation Manager for
Rushmoor Borough Council dated 12th September 2005 & 18th October 2005.

CASE STUDY – S
SHERFORD NEW COMMUNITY ENQUIRY BY DESIGN EVENT (UK)
DATES HELD:
VENUES:
DURATION:
AIM:
ORGANISERS:

FACILITATOR:
FUNDING:
STRUCTURE:

1st part 7th – 9th July 2004 (1a, 2a, 3a)
Extra one-day technical event on 13th September 2004,
2nd part 4th – 6th October 2004 (1b, 2b, 3b)
Unknown
7 days altogether
Produce a masterplan
South Hams District Council,
Devon County Council,
Plymouth City Council,
Sherford Consortium,
Plymouth & SW Cooperative Society,
Highways Agency
The Princes Foundation
Unknown
Day 1a – General public meeting to involve the public & stakeholders,
Explanation of The Princes Foundation’s role and what an EbD
involves.
Day 2a – Stakeholder statements.
Technical briefings on environmental issues, ecological issues,
minerals, transport strategy, community facilities, health, education,
affordable housing, economic issues & employment issues.
Site visit
Discussion of key issues. Pulling together of information into an
emerging structure plan.
Day 3a - Presentation to all participants and the general public
One day technical session – Review of the 1st workshop, technical
information and constraints examined in more detail.

Day 1b – Design session
Mid-charrette review??? (Although the title is Enquiry by Design, the
terminology Charrette is also used in the summary report.)
Day 2b - Developing concepts
Production of masterplan
Day 3b - Developing concepts
Production of masterplan
Presentation to public & wider stakeholders
RESULTS:
The masterplan
FEEDBACK:
Unknown
OTHER: Used case studies in the EbD.
Mentions mineral extraction. Mineral resources maybe impacted upon by the
urban form. The princes foundation (2005) SHERFORD NEW COMMUNITY
ENQUIRY BY DESIGN 4th – 6th OCTOBER 2004 SUMMARY REPORT
PARTICIPANT No.
224
PARTICIPANT TYPES: Devon County Council, Plymouth City Council, The
Prince’s Foundation, South Hams District Council, Engineers, Plymouth &
South West Co-operative Society, Planning Consultants, The Environment
Agency, Bryce Estates, The Highways Agency, Technical Directors, Devon
Wildlife Trust, Urban designers, Aggregate Industries UK Ltd, Plymouth City
Bus Ltd, Churches together in Devon, Police Station, Plympton and District
Civic Society, Plymouth Mencap Society, South Ham Council for Voluntary
Service, Carlton Power, South Hams Community Mental Health South Hams,
Brixton Parish Council, Youth & Community centres, Housing Associations,

The Devon Partnership NHS Trust, Government Office for the South West,
Tor Homes, Residents Association, Ramblers Group, English Partnerships
South West, The National Trust, Messers. R.J. MacBean & Sons, SHARD,
Devon Fire & Rescue Service, CABE, British Red Cross, The Countryside
Agency, English Heritage, House of Commons, First Devon & Cornwall,
Primary Care Trusts, Community Forums, South West Regional assembly,
CPRE, Newton & Noss Parish Councils, Wembury Parish Council, River
Yealm & District Association, Sparkwell Parish Council.

Source of information
•
•
•

http://www.southhams.gov.uk/princesfoundation.pdf Sherford Enquiry by Design July
2004, The Princes Foundation
http://www.southhams.gov.uk/summary_report_2004.pdf Sherford New Community
Enquiry by Design 4th – 6th October Summary Report, The Prince’s Foundation
http://www.scottwilson.com/Default.aspx?page=7501

CASE STUDY - T
MADDINGTON TOWN CENTRE ENQUIRY BY DESIGN WORKSHOP
(AUSTRALIA)
28th – 30th July 2004
1/70 Attfield Street, Maddington
3 days
Develop a concept plan for future planning and provide a framework for public
and private investment.
ORGANISERS: The Western Australia Planning Commission/Department for Planning and
Infrastructure,
City of Gosnells,
Public Transport Authority,
Landcorp
FACILITATOR: Malcolm Mackay-Mackay Urban Design
FUNDING:
The workshop cost $60,000 and was funded as follows:
$20,000 City of Gosnells
$20,000 Western Australian Department for Planning & Infrastructure
$10,000 Western Australian Public Transport Authority
$10,000 Landcorp (Western Australian Development Agency)
PARTICIPANT No.
68
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Police,
Youth centre,
Urban designers,
Councillors,
Mayor,
Public Transport Authority,
Church,
Junior Football Club
STRUCTURE:
Day 1- Introduction, site tour and briefing
Day 2 – Technical group design sessions
Day 3 – Technical group design sessions. Final design review
RESULTS:
Implementation of Plan
FEEDBACK:
“The government stakeholders have found it extremely useful as there is a
DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:

broad understanding of the objectives and intent for the Town Centre and we
all seem to be travelling in the same direction” Jennifer Pidgeon, 4th November

2005
OTHER: Briefing report prepared before the workshop.
Examples and precedents used.
Extracts from an email correspondence with Jennifer Pidgeon:
What has happened since?

“The EbD was followed up with a two month community comment period
which endorsed the results of the EbD.
Since then the Maddington Kenwick Partnership has coordinated a project team
to progress the EbD results. There are a number of private and public capital
projects already on the drawing board. We have been able to use the EbD
results for guidance on these projects while we wait for the finalisation of Urban
Design and Public Realm policies and a detailed project plan.”
What was most effective about the event?

“By far the most effective element was the early coordination of the different
organisations and disciplines likely to be involved in the design and
implementation of the project. This enabled the organisations, and the project
team, to develop and commit to a common direction for the Town Centre.”
What would you have done differently?

“I’m not convinced that the community is fully on board. I would have liked to
spend more time involving the community in the technical discussion and given

them more of an opportunity to understand the opportunities and constraints
of the area. Their involvement was relatively passive and I think it helps
communities to play an active/’doing’ role in these types of workshops. Further,
I would have liked to have placed a greater emphasis on communicating the
results of the workshop.”
Extracts from an email correspondence with Brian Curtis
Were there any public open evenings held. If so, for what purpose?

“Yes, as part of the EbD process each evening during the 4 days is open to the
public who comprise stakeholders and randomly selected member of the local
community. It is not generally open to the public.”
What has happened since?

“The EbD outcomes were published and further consultation undertaken
through the local council processes. A committee oversaw the EbD process, and
continued to oversee the implementation issues. A lot of work has been done
on looking at the organisational structure needed to progress the project which
is one of many under the Maddington Kenwick Sustainable Communities
Partnership project that I was running o behalf of the State Government in
partnership with the City of Gosnells.”
What was most effective about the event?

“The EbD process is very effective at getting key players together with the
community and nutting out the urban design options and coming out with a
very quick analysis of the issues, how they can be overcome, what the options
are and a final recommendation solution.”

What design/idea surprised you the most?
“Mainly that given the wide range of players involved, and 4 or 5 urban
designers, the best solution was generally agreed on very quickly given that until
then it was not clear what should be done.”
What would you have done differently?

“EbD’s are very effective design tools, but the most critical thing is the ability to
implement the solution. This ideally should be known at the beginning, but that
is not always the case as here in Perth the outcome is usually used as a selling
tool to then get government support to fund implementation. “

Source of information
•
•
•
•
•

Email correspondence with Jennifer Pidgeon Project Coordinator Maddington Kenwick,
dated 4th November 2005
Email correspondence with Brian Curtis, Director of Brian Curtis PTY Ltd, dated 10th
November 2005
http://www.planning.wa.gov.au/udmp/documents/maddington.pdf Maddington Town
Centre, Enquiry by Design Workshop, Outcomes Report, 28th – 30th July 2004
http://www.gosnells.wa.gov.au/scripts/viewoverview_contact.asp?NID=5863
http://www.gosnells.wa.gov.au/upload/gosnells/0A863DE185374708B8D17599060020
02.pdf

CASE STUDY - U
PORT HEDLAND ENQUIRY BY DESIGN (AUSTRALIA)
DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:
ORGANISERS:
FACILITATOR:
FUNDING:

30th October – 1st November 2004
Unknown
3 days
Develop plans for the future growth of the town. Balancing economic growth
and an expanding population with improved liveability.
Town of Port Hedland,
Pilbara Development Commission,
State Government.
Department for Planning and Infrastructure

“From stakeholders either in cash or kind with expertise and participation
during the process” Director General of the Department for Planning and

Infrastructure
PARTICIPANT No.
30 Technical, 150 community members
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Residents,
Planners,
Architects,
Urban designers,
Engineers,
Traffic experts,
Economists
Environmentalists,
Community organisations,
STRUCTURE:
Day 1 – Community group determined the key issues and priorities.
Technical team developed plans based on these issues &
priorities.
Day 2- Community examined plans and provided feedback.
Technical team developed plans based on the feedback.
Day 3 - Plans presented to the community
RESULTS:
Clear aims and priorities identified.
FEEDBACK:
‘98% of participants who responded thought the workshop was great or okay.
96% said they would come to another workshop like it.’ (quote taken from:
http://www.ministers.wa.gov.au/mactiernan/index.cfm?fuseaction=consult.cons
ult&consult=port_hedland)
OTHER:
Extract from Port Hedland Enquiry by Design Document
“We are proud to be at the forefront of community-based decision-making,

pioneering processes such as the Dialogue with the City, Dialogue with the
Pilbara: Newman tomorrow and Citizen’s Juries, and now Enquiry by Design:
Port Hedland” Department of Planning and Infrastructure Government of

Western Australia.
Community survey conducted of 350 respondents.
Advertised the event in the press.
Used pre-event research such as: - results from the 350 residents survey,
Outcomes from the Pilbara Air Quality
Study & work to date on both the
Cumulative Impact Assessment and the
BHP Social Impact Assessment.
EbD based upon the principles of best practice, sustainable urban design and
participatory manner.

Source of information
•
•
•
•
•

Email correspondence with the Director General of the Department for Planning and
Infrastructure dated 29th December 2005
http://www.ministers.wa.gov.au/mactiernan/index.cfm?fuseaction=consult.consult&cons
ult=port_hedland
http://www.dpi.wa.gov.au/mediaFiles/planning_regporthedland_news0411.pdf Port
Hedland Enquiry by Design (Newsletter) 8th November 2004
http://www.dpi.wa.gov.au/mediaFiles/planning_regporthedland_rep0411.pdf Port
Hedland Enquiry by Design (Document) Department for Planning and Infrastructure,
Government of Western Australia
http://www.dpi.wa.gov.au/mediaFiles/planning_regporthedland_news0411.rtf Message
from the Minister for Planning and Infratructure, Alannah MacTiernan 8th Novemeber
2004

CASE STUDY - V
WALKER RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY ENQUIRY (UK)
1st – 5th November 2004
Lightfoot Centre in Walker
5 days
Provide options, plans and illustrations to start the Consultation Process for the
Masterplan
ORGANISERS: Newcastle City Council,
Places for People Group
FACILITATOR: Beyond Green
FUNDING:
Unknown
PARTICIPANT No.
Unknown
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Unknown
STRUCTURE:
Working groups, plenairies, open forums, conversations and briefings.
RESULTS:
Vision for Walker Riverside & a book of plans
FEEDBACK:
Only reference in the Walker Riverside Community Enquiry document was that
‘The process of the Enquiry, although of limited attendance, was felt to be
worthwhile and replicable in neighbourhoods’.
OTHER: Community Enquiry is an adaptation of Enquiry by Design

DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:

Source of information
•
•
•
•

http://www.newcastle.gov.uk/wwwfileroot/regen/plantrans/CommunityEnquiryFinalRepo
rt.pdf Walker Riverside Community Enquiry 1 – 5 November 2004 (Document)
http://www.walkerriverside.co.uk/wrnsf/48f0f02a7e08705780256bea0035df1c/706566
d581abb52280256f1c003ea41b/$FILE/Summary%20of%20MPlan%20Community%20I
nvolvement.doc
http://www.bridgingng.org.uk/publications/newsautumn04.pdf
http://www.beyondgreen.co.uk/main.php

CASE STUDY - W
POLEGATE STAKEHOLDER COLLABORATIVE WORKSHOP (UK)
10th – 11th July 2006
Boship Farm Hotel, East Sussex
2 days
Positively influencing the future development of Polegate by informing the
development process using expert and local knowledge to record common aims
and agreements.
ORGANISERS: Urban Design + Mediation
FACILITATOR: Urban Design + Mediation
FUNDING:
Pelham Homes
PARTICIPANT No.
31
PARTICIPANT TYPES:
Principal Strategic Planner Strategic Policy & Information Group East
Sussex County Council,
Chairman of Development Control (WDC),
Councillors,
Town Mayor,
Archaeologist,
RPS (Noise),
Hydrologist,
Crime Prevention Officer Sussex Police,
Polegate Residents Association,
Landscape Architects,
Highways and Drainage,
Pelham Homes Ltd,
PPS,
Polegate Partnership,
St John’s Church,
The Environment Agency,
Jennifer Owen & Associates Ltd,
Wealden DC, Head of Planning and Environmental Policy,
Willingdon Community School,
RPS (Air Quality),
Federation of Small Businesses,
STRUCTURE:
Day 1- Introduction & structure of the workshops. Background to the
development proposals and reasons for holding the workshop.
Design issues. What does good design mean? Urban components
needed to produce a “good piece of town”
Case study visit by coach & analysis of an existing settlement.
Working in teams to examine an area in polegate and carry out an
analysis of that area using concepts introduced in the design issues
session.
Case study analysis production. Completion of analysis and
presentation of findings to the whole group.
Design exercise. Production of design proposals and principles using
the critical analysis of polegate done earlier, conducted in teams.
Presentation. Design proposals presented to group.
Summing up. Pulling together of common themes and action points
Day 2 - Introduction & structure. Outline of key issues to focus on.
Promoting distinctiveness: Identifying the site context. In teams
annotate a preliminary map highlighting built & natural environmental
and ecological elements that you think are important around the
polegate development site.

DATES HELD:
VENUE:
DURATION:
AIM:

RESULTS:
FEEDBACK:
OTHER:

Site visit by coach. Tour used to check the accuracy of highlighting
important features from the previous exercise and also to add on new
attributes.
SWOB analysis. Using the maps in the earlier two exercises add on
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and barriers.
Establishing levels of separation and integration. How the edge of
site areas can be dealt with.
Establishing Movement Patterns and Links & Identifying Levels
of Activity. Grading linkages according to the degree to which they
should link to the development and how busy they will be. The mode
of movement on each route and areas of different activity
Team presentations. Presentation of composite plan. Record of other
key issues that may have emerged through the event.
Summing up. Summary of the day and pulling together of common
themes.
Each team produced a set of urban design principles that would be applied to
the proposed development. Each team also produced a composite plan
identifying key issues and characteristics of the site.
None stated.
There was a review meeting between the facilitators and the master planners to
analyse the findings from the workshop after the event

Source of information
•

Fiona Sharman an attendee who participated and observed the event.
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David Jarvis is the Managing Director of David Jarvis Associates Limited, established in 1982. The
Practice has specialised in the planning and design of quarries, working on mineral applications
throughout the UK and Ireland. In addition, he has worked on major built development projects
ranging from Business Parks to Power Stations and from urban expansions to leisure/hotel
complexes. He is a Landscape Architect with 28 years experience, having been President of the
Landscape Institute from 2000 to 2002.
Jennifer Owen is the founder of Jennifer Owen Associates Ltd. and a Director of the Company.
Jennifer holds degrees in both Geography and Estate Management and is a member of the Royal
Town Planning Institute. Before setting up the practice Jennifer worked for the Central Electricity
Generating Board planning the routes of overhead powerlines and securing planning for the reuse
and disposal of redundant power stations. Today she is principally responsible for setting up multi
disciplinary teams and project managing large scale developments, in particular mineral extraction
and restoration schemes, through the entire planning process. She is responsible for the co ordination
of public consultation and participation with respect to this work.
Fiona Sharman is a Landscape Architect at David Jarvis Associates. Prior to joining the practice in
2005 Fiona has gained over twelve years of research, analysis and report writing experience in both
the environmental and medico-legal sectors.
Kiran Sankoli is a Landscape Architect at David Jarvis Associates who has worked on a range of
residential and mineral projects.
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